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Safety Instructions / Notes on the User's Manual

1.1

Safety Instructions
The WinAAS software allows the secure and error-free operation of the associated atomic (absorption) spectrometer from Analytik Jena, so long as the device is operated and
maintained as described in the operating instructions. It is therefore absolutely necessary
to observe the operating instructions for the spectrometer, especially the chapter “Safety
Instructions”.
Comply with all safety instructions in the manual and pay careful attention to all messages and notes which are displayed on the screen by WinAAS.

1.2

Intended Use of WinAAS
The WinAAS software may only be used for the control of following instruments from
Analytik Jena
•

Mercur

•

Mercur Plus

•

Mercur Duo

•

Mercur Duo Plus

The control of other devices is not permitted.
In that, it is important to ensure that the software for theMercur is correctly configured,
the Mercur is named in the title line of the program window.
Any departure from the instructions in this manual for proper use may lead to warranty
restrictions and reduced manufacturer liability in the case of damage.

1.3

About this Manual
This Manual describes how to use WinAAS software in combination with a Mercur or
Mercur Duo product system.
The Mercur Duo facilitates both fluorescence analysis and atom absorption analysis. The
signals, which are generated in fluorescence mode, represent intensity values, while
atom absorption mode is used to measure extinction values. Software-related operating
and display details are in many cases identical for both types of analysis. Accordingly,
the description herein will typically refer to both analytical techniques. For simplification,
measured values will in such cases be collectively referred to as “signals”. Where there
are differences in terms of operator action, the Manual will provide special references.
Example: "Applies to fluorescence analysis only".

WinAAS for Mercur
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Selected Symbole
The following warning and information signs are used throughout this Manual:
Caution!
Indicates potential danger for the operator.
Attention!
Indicates potential danger for the instrument or the instrument system.
Note
This note must be followed to obtain correct measurement results.

Instructions for action required in a timing sequence are numbered and broken down
into units of action. Safety notes are marked with a pictogram and a signal word, and
potential danger is specified in some cases where necessary. Explanations to pictograms can be found further below.
Control buttons on the screen are enclosed in brackets. Example: [OK].
Menu command and option sequences as part of software tools are separated by
forward slash.
Example: File / Save.
WinAAS is a PC-based control and evaluation software for atom absorption spectrometers and mercury products from Analytik Jena. It is intended for operation control of a
variety of different analytical devices, some with significant variances in terms of functionality. For this reason, functions which are not relevant to Mercur operation in a current context, will be missing altogether from the display screen or will appear at least in
dimmed state (grey lettering). Either way, functions of this type cannot be accessed by
the user. This software description discusses all functions that are necessary for Mercur
operation control, whereas generally disabled functions are not represented in this document.
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WinAAS Software

2.1

Installing the Program
The WinAAS program is supplied on CD ROM or floppy disks. It runs under the operating systems Windows 9x, Windows NT and Windows 2000. A minimum of 200 MB of
free memory on the hard drive is required.
Proceed as follows for installation:
1.

Insert data medium into the PC (CD ROM or Diskette 1 of x).

2.

Start Explorer, locate the file SETUP.EXE (in the main directory of the data medium).

3.

Start SETUP.EXE (e.g. by double clicking with the mouse).

4.

Follow the instructions of the setup program. The suggested directory for installation
(generally C:\Program Files\WinAAS) should only be changed if you have a particular reason for not using it (e.g. the hard drive does not have enough free memory or
programs are generally installed on a different drive).

The set-up program installs the program files in the given directory. In addition, the setup
program installs a program symbol (icon) on the desktop as well as in the program list
under the Button [Start] on the task bar.

2.1.1

Sub-directories of WinAAS
Sub-directories created during installation:
TMP

Contains files for displaying and printing results

DEU

Contains the German language-specific files of the program

ENG

Contains the English language-specific files of the program

Within the operating mode-specific sub-directories, four additional sub-directories are
created

2.1.2

PARA

Contains device parameter sets

COOKB

Contains the step-by-step instructions for the appropriate technique

METH

Contains the method database, program database and the ID/Wt
database

SAMTAB

Contains the database of the saved sample tables

File WinAAS.IN
The file WinAAS.INI in the WinAAS directory is an ASCII file and contains the configuration data for the program WinAAS.
Attention
Do not change this file without first consulting with Analytik Jena.

WinAAS for Mercur
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2.1.3

EEPROM and *.DAT file
The device-specific parameters are written in the permanent memory (EEPROM) of the
spectrometer before leaving the manufacturer’s works. This includes, for example, the
serial number of the device and the works calibration data. These data are also saved in
the *.DAT file on the hard disk (the name depends on the spectrometer type). In order to
avoid losing settings and adjustments or accidentally assigning them to the “wrong”
device after a repair, the data in the EEPROM and in the *.DAT file are compared in the
window “Start menu” after pressing [OK]. If a difference is detected, a message appears
on the screen requesting the operator to adjust these data.
After first installation of the WinAAS program, go to the adjusting window and mark the
data in the EEPROM as valid and as the basis for updating *.DAT file.
If the adjusting window appears after Repairs, mark those *.DAT data as valid from
which the EEPROM should be updated.

2.2

Program Start and Exit
Program start
Note
Before the first program start look at Section "EEPROM and *.DAT file" p.8.
Start the program WinAAS, for example, via the task bar: Start / Programs / AAS /
WinAAS.
The window “Start menu ” opens.

Program exit
Exit the program by closing all program windows until the window “Start menu” appears
and click on the Button [Exit Application].

2.3

Uninstalling the Program
All parts of the WinAAS program are, without exception, saved in the program directory
that was created during the installation. No entries are made in any Windows system
files. In order to remove the program from the computer at a later stage, deleting the
complete folder (e.g., C:\Program Files\WinAAS) is all that is required.

2.4

WinAAS and Other User Programs
The control computer for the spectrometer should be used exclusively for controlling the
same and for measurements. It is still possible however, to install and use other user
applications on the computer, especially those applications which are used for (manual)
reporting and evaluation of measurements.
If the WinAAS program runs in the background, parallel to other user applications, a
delayed reaction may be experienced with keyboard commands in those other applications. Under these circumstances, Analytik Jena recommends that these other applica-
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tions are not used on this computer. The cause of the time delay in certain configurations
in other user applications results from the requirement that WinAAS check all keyboard
entries. Especially the function keys [F1] to [F12], see Section "Function Keys" p. 12,
control WinAAS functions regardless of whether the WinAAS window is running in the
foreground or not.
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General Operating Instructions

3.1

The Main Window
WinAAS is a Windows program which is operated in Windows-typical fashion. Directly
after starting up, a so-called Start Menu opens up, in which the basic parameters for
working with WinAAS and Mercur instrument are specified, see Section "Preparative
Settings". From this start up window, the operator can get to the program main window
with [OK]:

Fig. 1

Main Window

Menu Bar
The menu bar is on the upper edge of the WinAAS user interface. It has the following
user functions (see Section "General Functions"):
•

Instrument poarameter setting

•

Normal program shut down

•

Saving, loading and resetting of the complete parameter sets

•

Setting the printer options

Icon Bar
Under the menu bar there is an area with icons for operating the Mercur device. The
device can be controlled almost completely using these icons. Clicking on an icon brings
up a window with several tabs for setting different device parameters.

10
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Element Display
In the upper right hand corner the element, which all current settings in the WinAAS and
all measurements with the WinAAS refer to, is prominently displayed. The current PMT
and Max. concentration are displayed.

Shortcut Keys
On the right side of the window there are a number of colored buttons which trigger
many frequently used functions, see Section "Shortcut Keys" p.13.

Tabs
Tabs, on which the parameter settings are carried out and where measurement results
are presented, form the main part of the WinAAS window.

Results Window
During or after a measurement, results windows, which are on a currently open tab,
appear on the screen. The results windows can be closed with [F8]. (clicking the cursor
on the tab brings the tab to the foreground once again). For a detailed description of the
results windows see Section "Select Measurement Result Windows to be Displayed"
p.100.

Controls on Tabs and Dialogue Boxes
Entry Fields
Entry fields, always with a white background are used for entering text or numerical
values.
Control and application of the entered value or text occurs only after pressing another
control, usually a button, e.g., [OK]. If the entered value lies outside the range of expected values, a sound is emitted and the original value may be changed.
When entering numerical values, ensure that the decimal point separator in the windows
system settings (full stop or comma) is used.
Display Fields
Display fields have a Grey background and are used to display non-changeable data
which are relevant for the current context.
Spin Boxes
Spin boxes are used to set a numerical value within a preset value range. The value can
be increased or decreased by using the arrow buttons on the right, values may also be
entered using the keyboard in individual spin boxes. If the permitted range is exceeded a
sound is emitted.
Tables
Tables are used for displaying lists. Individual rows may be selected (highlight with the
left mouse button) and may be processed with some of the buttons in the same window,
e.g., [Change], [Delete], [Measure Row] etc. Generally, the function of the "most important" button in this window is triggered by double-clicking on the table row.

WinAAS for Mercur
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Radio Buttons, Check Boxes and other Elements
In addition to the above mentioned controls, other controls exist which behave in a typical Windows-fashion.
Value Denotation "$$$$"
In the Entry and Display fields, the value "$$$$" can be displayed. Here the value lies
outside the displayed range e.g., if with measurement results, the combination of the
number of significant places to be displayed and the measurement unit exceed or fall
below the value which can be displayed. For the settings of the significant places and
measuring units, see Section "Specify Concentration / Measuring Units" p.50.

3.2

Help
Online-help is started with the Help command in the menu bar. An overview of all chapters of online help is given. More specific topics can be seen by clicking on the Book
icon. The Help program functions in the same way as the Help functions in other Windows programs.
You may also call up context-specific Help in each program window by pressing the [F1]
key, help for the current window or tab is displayed.

3.3

Function Keys
Frequently used functions can be called up via the Function Keys ([F1] ... [F12]):
[F1]

Calls up the help text for the current window or tab

[F7]

Calls up the selected results window with the last measurement results, for a
description of the window see Section "Select Measurement Result Windows to
be Displayed"

[F8]

Closes the measurement results window (the windows are automatically opened
during measurement and remain open even after the measurement has finished;
for the specifications of the windows see Section "Select Measurement Result
Windows to be Displayed")

[F11]

Continues measurement (corresponds to the shortcut key [Continue])

[F12]

Starts/Stops the measurement (corresponds to the shortcut key [Start/Ints.] or
[Start/Conc])

[Print] Prints the contents of the window: The table or window where the cursor is
resting is the one which is printed.

12
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3.4

Shortcut Keys
On the right of the screen are buttons. Frequently used functions can be accessed quickly – without opening an additional tab.

[Load syst.]
The component pump fills the hoses up to the reactor with acid and reagent to prepare
the Mercur instrument for analytic runs.

[Clean syst.]
A complete Mercur system cleaning is done. The used parameters are shown in window
"Mercur parameters, System cleaning at actions".

[Washing]
Start the device wash.
The autosampler dips into the wash position and washes the canula. Fresh wash solution is always supplied by the wash pump. Washing continues until the action is ended
manually by pressing the shortcut key [Wash off].

[Start/...], or [Stop]
The shortcut key [Start/Ints] or [Start/Abs] starts a measurement run with the current
samples or standards in signal mode. It can be interrupted by pressing [Stop]. The
sample concentration is not calculated, a calibration is not required. [Start/Ints] has a
different result depending on the window which is open.
The shortcut key [Start/Conc] measures samples or standards in concentration mode.
This requires a calibration curve which is already available or which is taken from the first
measurement sequence (according to the sample table which is open). The exception is
standard addition, for which a concentration can only be calculated from several signal
measurements in a final calculation. Selection and meaning of the individual calibration
methods is described in Section "Select Calibration Technique" p.46. The measurement
run in concentration mode can also be interrupted with [Stop].
The following tables can be measured with [Start/Ints] or [Start/Conc]:
•

Calibration, addition and recalibration tables, provided that the corresponding
table is displayed. Measurement begins with the first line of the table.

•

Sample table, if the sample table is open or if no other window is open.
Measurement begins with the first line of the working area of the table, where
the actions in the current defined row are processed from left to right respectively, the actual measurement is the last step.

[Continue] or [Break]
[Break]
The break button stops the analytical run after measuring the current sample. The
measured values of this sample are not valid. The break button causes a soft stop.
[Continue]
Continue an interrupted measurement series.

WinAAS for Mercur
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If an interruption occurs in the middle of a Statistics series, after clicking on [Continue], a
dialogue window appears asking if the already begun statistics series should be continued with the next measurement or if a new statistics series should be started.
If already measured samples have to be remeasured, you should either click on the
corresponding button in the respective window (Measurement of active lines) or change
the working area and restart the measurement with the shortcut keys [Start/Ints] or
[Start/Conc].

3.5

Frequently Used Buttons
Different buttons are being used in WinAAS with the same or similar meaning. These
buttons are described here in general, if required, specific information can be found in
the description of the respective window.

[OK]
Close window. Save changes and set parameters in the Mercur instrument.

[Cancel]
Close window. Reject changes.

[Reset]
Reset the parameters on the tab to the last saved value with [OK].

[Load]
Preconditions

In the table above the command (if available) a line is highlighted
(the parameters to be loaded).

Function

Open the window "Load xxx" (where "xxx" indicates the type of
parameters to be loaded). After confirming, with [OK] that the parameters marked in the previous window should be loaded, the
respective parameters are set in the system.

[Sort]
Opens a dialog with sorting up to three columns simultaneously, ascending and descending. The sort parameters are permanently saved, the sort order is saved until the
next program start.

[Change] Comments

14

Preconditions

In the table above the command (if available) a line is highlighted
(the parameters to be changed).

Function

Open the window "Overwrite xxx" (where "xxx" indicates the type of
parameters to be changed). Generally, only the comments on the
parameters can be changed (max. 50 chars.). After confirming with
[OK], the new comments are saved and the old ones are deleted.
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[Delete]
Preconditions

In the table above the command (if available) a line is highlighted
(the parameters to be deleted)

Function

Open the window "Delete xxx" (where "xxx" indicates the type of
parameters to be deleted). After confirming with [OK], that the parameters highlighted in the previous window should be deleted, they
are deleted from the WinAAS database.

[Save] Current Active Parameters in a new Parameter Set
Function

Save the current active parameters as a new parameter set in the
WinAAS database. Clicking the mouse on [Save] opens the window
"Save xxx" (where "xxx" indicates the type of parameters to be
saved). The parameters, the actual PC date and PC time are preset
by the program and cannot be changed. Confirm the new parameter
set with [OK].

[Export] of Data
Preconditions

The data to be exported are installed in the WinAAS as a data set

Function

Save an individual method, an ID/Wt data set or a measurement
program from the WinAAS database onto another storage medium
(diskette, large storage device, server).

Proceed as follows:
1.

Click on [Export].
A selection window opens. This window lists all the saved data sets.

2.

Click on the data set to be exported.
Click [OK].
The window "Select File" opens.

3.

Select the directory and the file name for the export.
If an already existing file is selected, the data set to be exported is appended to the
export database.

4.

Click on [Save].
The selected data set is saved.

[Import] of Data
Preconditions

A dataset from the current type has previously been exported to an
external database.

Function

Import one or more datasets from an external database into the
WinAAS database.

Proceed as follows:

WinAAS for Mercur

1.

Click on [Import].
The window "Select File" opens.

2.

Select directory and file, where the data to be imported are saved.
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3.

Click on [Open].
A selection window opens.

Note:
Files with exported datasets have the extension .TPS, regardless of the type of dataset.
If this window does not display any datasets, you may have selected a file in the previous step, which does not contain any datasets of the current type.

3.6

4.

Select the datasets to be imported by clicking on them with the mouse (clicking
again with the mouse deactivates the selection).

5.

Click [OK].
The selected datasets are imported.

Changing Analysis Parameters at a Later Stage
Key parameters can be changed, even after transmission of the results, within WinAAS
for the measurement and its results without deleting the measurement results. The integration mode Area or Height as well as the type of statistics (mean/median) are included
in the parameters which can be changed. After such a change the measurement results
are named according the current settings (e.g., in the table header), the displayed values, however, remain unchanged. To avoid misinterpretation, all parameters which
influence the measurement results should be set before the measurement. When
changes are made at a later stage, the old measurement results should be deleted immediately.

3.7

Close the WinAAS Program
The usual way to end the WinAAS program is via the menu File / Close application.
However, since the File-menu is not always available, you may close the application via
the "Start menu" and there by clicking on the Button [Close application].
In the usual way, according to the current working mode, the following additional request
is made.
•

All working modes – "Save parameter set 0?":
Choose whether the current set parameters should be saved as parameter
set 0, i.e., if they should be loaded again automatically when the program is
started up again. Existing parameter set 0 is overwritten!

•

"Cleaning Mercur ?":
You can cause a complete cleaning of the Mercur device. The cleaning time
is about 4 minutes.

•

"Cleaning mix cup ?":
The mix cup of the autosampler AS52S can be cleaned.The "Emptying" button pumps the injected cleaning solution to the waste bottle.

When the WinAAS program is ended, all files opened by the program are closed and
removed from the working memory of the PC. The PC remains available for other tasks
or the WinAAS program can be restarted.
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Preparative Settings
The preparative settings ensure synchronization of the Mercur instrument in its current
version with the settings in the WinAAS program:
The analysis task is selected in the window "Start menu", which is displayed as soon as
the program is started. This selection determines the activities, entries and displays
which can be carried out in the subsequent windows.
Also the "Start Menu" can be opend in the WinAAS-Window with the menu command
Start Menu.

Fig. 2

Start menu

Display and Control Elements of "Start Menu" Window
Area "Selection task"

WinAAS for Mercur

Methods

Automatic processing of methods.
The precondition for this is that you have already developed an
appropriate measurement program (see Paragraph "Development"
below). The window for selecting the desired analysis method from
the list of available methods is started with [OK], see Section
"Measurement Methods".

Development

Developing and testing methods. The last parameter set to have
been saved is loaded and set with [OK]. All operating functions of
the device are now available.

Version 04/2007
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Area "Technique"

(only for Mercur Duo Plus and Mercur Duo)

Hg Fluorescence Fluorescence signals are detected ("F-technique").
The recorded signals are intensities (referred to as "signals" below).
This method has the advantage of low limits of detection but is sensitive against residual sample matrices.
Absorption

Absorption signals are detected ("A-technique").
In this case the detector is turned into the absorption path during the
following instrument initialization. The recorded signals are absorbances (also referred to as "signals" below). This method has the
advantage of ruggedness against residual sample matrices but has
a lower linear working range and higher limits of detection compared
with the fluorescence technique.

Area "Date" and "Time"
The current system time of the PC where WinAAS is run.
Operator
If the "WinAAS User Management Tool" (optionally installable) is used and the user
database contains at least one user then the login name is displayed. If a login name
does not exist then a user name can be entered (30 characters).
Fields "Laboratory", "Code" and "Notes"
The last data to have been saved are displayed in these fields. You can change this
information and in so doing, specify remarks or special information for the report printout. Up to 30 characters can be saved in the Fields "Laboratory" and "Code", up to 240
characters (4 x 60 characters) can be saved in the Field "Notes".
Check Box "Simulation"
For training and demonstration purposes, it is possible to operate the WinAAS without a
connected Mercur device. Activate the check box Simulation. All device functions, (including measurement value recording and evaluation) are then processed in simulation
mode.
Button

18

[Delete]

Delete text in the Fields "Operator", "Laboratory", "Code" and
"Notes".

[Reset]

Reset text in the Fields "Operator", "Laboratory", "Code" and
"Notes" to the last values to have been saved with [OK].

[Close application]

Close the WinAAS program.

[OK]

Save parameters, call up the next window according to the selected task.
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General Functions
This Chapter describes the functions which are available via the WinAAS menus.

5.1

Save and Load Parameter Sets
Device parameter sets, complete and incomplete, can be saved at any time during the
method development, they may also be loaded for method development (including continuation of a method development which was started earlier) and for measurements. 10
memory places are available. The desired memory place is selected manually. The
parameter set on Memory Place 0 is loaded and set automatically, if "Development" has
been selected as the task in the start menu, see Section "Preparative Settings" p. 17.
If method development has to be started from a baseline position, all parameters can be
reset to their standard values.

Load parameters
FILE / LOAD PARA-

1.

Call up menu command File / Load parameters.The "Parameter set" window appears.

2.

Select the desired parameter set (0 – 9) in the Field "Number".
Version number, date and time of save of the parameter set, are displayed in the
corresponding fields.

3.

Load parameter set with [Ok].

4.

The Mercur instrument is set to the selected parameter.

METERS

Save Parameter
FILE / SAVE PARA-

1.

Call up menu command File / Save parameters.
The window "Parameter set" appears.

2.

Select the number (0 – 9) in the Field "Number" under which the parameter set
should be saved.
Version number, date and time of save of the last parameter set to be saved under
this number are displayed in the corresponding fields.

3.

Save parameter set with [Ok].

METERS

The parameters are saved with the current system date and time and are available for
future use.

Reset parameters
FILE / RESET PARAMETERS

WinAAS for Mercur

1.

Call up menu command File / Reset parameters.

All parameters of the WinAAS are reset to their standard values without confirmation
request.
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5.2

Print Setup
The [Print] key (see Section "Function Keys" p.12) as well as the [Print] command
button which is available in some of the windows, allow printing of data directly to the
printer. If no printer has been specified, the windows default printer with default settings
is used.
If the desired printer is not yet available in the list of available printers (but is connected
to the computer), install the printer under windows. Starting from the windows task bar:
Start / Settings / Printer / New printer.
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Measurement Methods
Measurement methods can be created once and then called up again and again for new
samples. A method contains all data required for analyzing the samples of the Hg element. This data includes:
•

measurement parameters,

•

calibration settings,

•

sample settings,

•

autosampler settings

•

QC settings,

•

if necessary also the settings for the QC charts and the results windows (if
these parameters have been included in the method).

When changing from one method to another, all WinAAS settings may be changed over
directly to a new analysis task.
1.

To open the "Method" window, click on the

icon.

The "Method" window contains two tabs:
The "Cookbook" tab contains basic methods for the development of the pecific userowned methods. The cookbook methods can only be loaded but not deleted or changed.
In the "Methods" tab, all saved methods which are applicable to the current parameters,
are displayed in tabular form.

Display and Control Elements of "Methods" Window
Table Area
Element

The chemical element Hg.

Measurem. tech- The measurement techniques used in this method. Letter code C
nique
(Continuous).
(2nd field from left)
Measurement
The measurement parameters defined in this method. They cannot
parameters
be changed without user intervention in the method. For letter codes
(3rd field from left) see Paragraph (See: "Letter code").
Date

Date of the last method save

Time

Time of the last method save

Comments

Comments entered at last method save

Field "Measurement parameters": Letter Code
1st Character

2nd Character

WinAAS for Mercur

H

Without enrichment

E

Enrichment without reloading

L

Enrichment with reloading

–

Manual operation
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3rd Character

0

Tray with 87 positions

1

Tray with 49 positions

F

Fluorescence

A

Absorption

Processing Methods
For general information about the Buttons [Load], [Change], [Delete] and [Save], see
Section "Frequently Used Buttons" p.14.
[Load]

Load the parameters in highlighted method files and set the MERCUR accordingly. (measurement, calibration, sample, autosampler
and QC settings, if necessary also the settings for the QC charts
and the results windows – if these parameters have been included in
the method after the first save).

[Change]

Save the current method parameters under the highlighted method –
until now saved parameters have been overwritten. The comments
on the method can therefore be changed.

[Delete]

Delete the highlighted method from the method database

[Save]

Open the window "Save methods file" to save the current settings
(measurement, calibration, sample, autosampler and QC settings)
as the new method. Element, current PC Date and PC Time are
preset by the program and cannot be changed.
Define:
•

Comments (maximum 50 characters)

•

Whether the window layout should be saved with the
method – "Save window layout", see Section "Select
Measurement Result Windows to be Displayed"

•

If the QC charts for the method are required and therefore if they should be created – "Create QC charts", see
Section "Quality Control".

Confirm the new method with [OK]. If the QC charts have to be
created, the window "Configure QC Charts" appears, see Section
"Configure QC Charts"p.71.
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[Import]

Import a method from an external database, see Section "Frequently
Used Buttons" p.14.

[Export]

Export a method to an external database, see Section "Frequently
Used Buttons" p.14.

[Sort]

Opens sort dialog, see Section "Frequently Used Buttons" p.14.
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Mercur – Instrument Parameters
The measurment requires the definition and optimization of equipment and measuring
parameters.

Buttons on "Mercur " Window
Button [Load system]
Prepares the Mercur instrument for analytical runs. The component pump fills the hoses
up to the reactor with acid and reagent..
Button [System cleaning]
A complete Mercur system cleaning is done. The used parameters are shown in window
"Mercur / Mercur parameter / System cleaning" (see Section "Mercur - Parameter
Input" p.23). If an autosampler is used the sampler position of the reducing agent has to
set in window "Autosampler / Positions" (see Section "Position Special Samples"
p.35). If the cleaning is complete, a clean result is displayed. The diffence between the "
actual value" and the current "A/R value" describes the remaining contamination from
the last sample measurement.

7.1

Mercur - Parameter Input

PARAMETERS TAB

1.

To open the " Mercur " window, click on the

2.

Select the "Parameters" tab.

icon.

In the "Mercur / Parameters" window the current settings of the instrument parameters
are displayed and can be modified.

Fig. 3

WinAAS for Mercur

Window "Mercur / Parameters"
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Display and Control Elements of "Mercur / Parameters" Window
Area "Mode"
Without enrichment

During measurement the generated mercury vapor is transported
directly to the cell by means of an argon stream.

Enrichment with- The mercury vapor is enriched by using gold collector 1. During
out reloading
measurement mercury is thermally desorbed from the gold collector
(Mercur Plus and and swept to the cell by means of an argon stream.
Mercur Duo Plus)
Enrichment with
reloading
(Mercur Plus and
Mercur Duo Plus)

At first the mercury vapor is enriched by using gold collector 1.
Subsequently, mercury is thermally desorbed from gold collector 1
and transported to gold collector 2 by means of an argon stream.
During measurement mercury is thermally desorbed from gold collector 2 and swept to the cell by means of an argon stream.

FBR technique

(fast baseline return)
After the fluorescence maximum the cell is flushed with a relatively
strong argon stream, so that the signal returns quickly to the base
line.

Sample pump
speed

The sample transport speed can be changed in 4 levels (1-4). Combined with the "Reaction time" this determines the amount of sample
feeded to the system.

Area "System cleaning"
These settings determine the rinsing of the tubes and components of the MERCUR after
sample measurement.
Between samples The following wash parameters are used for cleaning after the last
run of every analyzed sample.
At actions

Off

The following parameter set is used to clean the system
•

at a programmed "Wash" action of the sample table,

•

one of the [Wash system],

•

or a cleaning after concentration was too high.

No rinsing occurs after sample measurement. Prior to sample dilution or after pressing [System cleaning] the system is rinsed with
diluted acid.

Cleaning with acid After each sampe measurement the system is rinsed with diluted
acid. The time is set by using "Wash time acid". After half the time
has passed the sample path is switched to the reactor.
Cleaning with
red.agent + acid
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This rinsing mode is recommended if the system is strongly contaminated (samples with high Hg concentration). At first the system is
rinsed with reducing agent ("Wash time red.agent"). Subsequently,
the reducing agent acts on the tubes ("Soak time"). At last the system is rinsed with diluted acid ("Wash time acid"). For each of the
rinsing processes the sample path is switched to the reactor after
half of the time.
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Wash time
red.agent

0-60 s (in 5s steps)

Soak time

0-300 s (in 10 s steps)

Wash time acid

0-60 s (in 5s steps)

Area "Operation times"
All operation times are in seconds.
Sample load time Length of time during which the sample pump fills the tube to the
reactor with sample. This is only relevant for the first measurement
of a new sample.
Reaction time

Length of time in whch the sample pump delivers sample to the
reaction line. This determines the delivered amount of sample and
therfore the measurement sensitivity.

Waiting time AZ

Length of time immediately before AZ (measurement of the background level).

Gas delay

Length of time after starting the measurement for which the transport
of the reaction gas to the cell is delayed. This time is only relevant
for the FBR mode.

Purge times 1-4

Lengths of time for transporting the reaction gas using the argon
stream. The transport paths vary in the different phases depending
on the different modes are graphically displayed ("Graphic").

Heating time coll. Length of time during which the respective gold collector is heated
for desorbing the enriched Hg.
Cooling time coll. Length of time during which the respective gold collector cools
down.
Gas flows

WinAAS for Mercur

This setting determines the argon flow for the phases for which the
lengths of time can be entered benath the gas flow. The setting
applies until a new gas flow is entered beneath a time length. The
number of gas flow switches depends on the mode are graphically
displayed on tab"Graphic" (see Section "Graphic analysis overview"
p.26). The gas flows can be set in 3 levels from 5 to 15 L/h.
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7.2

Graphic analysis overview

GRAPH TAB

1.

To open the window " Mercur ", click on the

2.

Select the " Graph " tab.

icon.

In window "Mercur / Graph" a graphical schema is displayed which depicts the programmed analysis sequence.

Fig. 4

Window "Mercur / Graph"

Display and Control Elements of "Mercur / Graph" Window
Area "Shown graphic"
If sample statistics is activated different sequences can be depicted for the first, next and
last runs.
Area "Gas ways and gas flows"
This schema depicts the gas paths of the Mercur. The modules React. (Reactor), GLS
(Gas liquid separator), Coll.1/2 (gold collectors 1 and 2) and Cell are displayed with the
connecting tubes (for argon and reaction gas). In order to display the gas stream for a
selected phase the corresponding bar of the sequence graph has to be selected. The
gas path is marked red and the argon gas flow is displayed in L/h.
Area "Parameter"
After selecting a bar in the graph the corresponding parameter is displayed (name and
time). This value can be edited, the graph is updated accordingly. This is an alternative
way to modify operation and measuring times.
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Area "Graphic"
The phases of the analysis sequence are depicted in different colors. By selecting a
phase (colored bar) the corresponding parameter is displayed in area "Parameters" and
the selected gas flow in area "Gas ways and flows".
The sequence is mainly determined by the selected mode.

7.3

Measurement parameters/Energy level

INT.PARAMETERS/LE
VELS TAB

1.

To open the window " Mercur ", click on the

2.

Select the " Int.-Parameters/Levels" tab.

icon.

In the window "Mercur / Int.parameters/Levels" all parameters are set which determine
data acquisition from the Mercur and subsequent data evaluation.

Fig. 5

Window "Mercur / Int.Parameters/Levels"

Display and Control Elements of "Mercur / Int.parameters/Levels" Window
Area "Integration mode"
The signal evaluation mode is displayed in the upper right position below the current
element.
Peak area The peak area of signal value over integration time is calculated.
Peak
height

The maximum peak height of the sinal value during the integration time is
calculated after smoothing.

Note
While measuring the signal value integral and maximum value can be displayed together, for calculating the calibration curve a decision (peak area or height) has to be made.

WinAAS for Mercur
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Area "Measuring times"
Integration

Integration time (1 – 120 s)
Length of time for aqcuiring the signal peak.

Autozero

Time for autozero (1 – 120s)
Length of time for aqcuiring the stray light signal immediately prior to
peak measurement.

Delay

Delay time (0 – 120 s)
Length of time by which the measurement is delayed. Is not used for
data evaluation.

Area "Peak smoothing"
Average

Moving average. Number of considered measuring points (0, 2, 4, 8,
12, 16, 20)

Golay-Savitzky

Number of considered measuring points for the weighted moving
average (0, 5, 11, 19, 25).

The signal display is affected by the smoothing parameters.
Area "Energy" (Absorption-Technique only)
PMT voltage

The preferred PMT voltage (0-600 V) can be entered. After accepting the value the energy is measured. The PMT voltage should be
chosen such that the signal level is about 70% (green area of the
energy display).

Energy

Energy display in %.

Update

The energy level is measured.

AGC

The energy level is automatically adjusted to the preferred level
(green area of the energy display) by adapting the PMT voltage.

Area "Level adaption" (Fluorescence-Technique only)
Max. conc.:

The operator can set the maximum concentration range. The PMT
voltage is set depending on the maximum concentration, reaction
time and pump speed, so that the maximum signal lies below an
intensity of 1.000 (overflow).

PMT voltage

The PMT voltage can also be entered directly. The associated maximum concentration is updated.

Adaption of

PMT voltage
If the working mode, reaction time or pump speed is changed, the
PMT voltage is adapted to the new signal height.
Max. conc.
If the working mode, reaction time or pump speed is changed, the
Max. concentration is adapted to the new signal height.
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Stray light values "Settings ex factory"
During final checking the stray light level is measured for various
PMT voltages and saved as factory settings.
"Actual value"
The operator can determine the current background level (offset) by
pressing [Measurement]. This value is displayed as "Actual value".
If this value strongly exceeds the factory level an exhaustive system
cleaning of the Mercur is necessary. For this purpose the gas ways
„Gas -> Exhaust" and „Gas -> Valve 2 ->Cell" are switched and the
cell is flushed with 50 L/h argon gas for some time. If this is not
sufficient the cell has to be dismounted and cleaned.
"A/R value (acid reagent value)"
Acid reagent blank of the system.
The button „Measurement" performs system cleaning with the
parameters specified in window „Mercur / Parameters / System
cleaning " (see Section "Mercur - Parameter Input" p.23. Subsequently the gas way is switched to the cell and the signal level is
recorded. Afterwards the cell is flushed with 50 L/h argon.
This value has to be determined with activated „Dilution if conc. to
high" and „Checked cleaning" at the beginning of a measurement
run and is used as a guiding value for a value expected from a clean
system.
Button [Lamp check]
The lamp energy level is checked for its height and constance. The check takes about
one minute. Green circles show the correct condition of the lamp to start an analytical
run. The red "on"-circle appears, when the energy level is too low (Lamp is switched off
or damaged). The red "drift"-circle appears, if the lamp drift is too high for measuring.
The check should be repeated some minutes later.
If the lamp check is correct, a stray light measurement follows with maximum PMT voltage. The stray light value is stored in a stray light file together with the actual date and
time. If there is already a value of the current day in the stray light file, it will be overwritten by the actual value.
Using the [History] button the stray light file can be display in a graphic window.
Note:
If no correct lamp check is done, the instrument is not ready for analytical measurements.
Button [History]
A window graphic of the stray light file "streu.tps" appears. The shown values are stray
light values, measured with maximum PMT voltage.
These values are measured using the [Lamp check] button or automatically with the
first start of an analytical run. Each day only one value is stored.red. The numerical value
with date and time of its measurement appears below the graphic, if a mouse double
click on the measurement point is done.

WinAAS for Mercur
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The [Delete] button erases the stray light file.

7.4

MERCUR function check

CONTROL TAB

1.

To open the window " Mercur ", click on the

2.

Select the "Control" tab.

icon.

The window "Mercur / Control" displays the condition of the modules of the Mercur.

Fig. 6

Window "Mercur / Control"

Display and Control Elements of "Mercur / Control" Window
Hg lamp
(only for Mercur and
Mercur Plus)

Switch on/off the mercury low pressure lamp.
Note: In Mercur Duo and Mercur Duo Plus thelamp is always on.

Components pump Switch on/off the Components pump for reagent transport.
Sample pump

Switch on/off the Sample pump for sample transport.

Note:
If a pump is activated and the gas flow (valve 3 and 4) is 0, the valve 3 is activated automatically, to prevent a reflux of liquid.
If the Sample pump is activated, the Components pump is activated automatically, to
prevent a reflux of liquid.
Area "Gas way"
All reasonable 9 argon gas ways can be switched by magnetic valves.
For Gas>Valve 2 -> Cell an additional strong gas stream can be switched directly to the
cell. Valve 2 is opened.
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Valve 12 (Bubble sensor) switches the gas stream through the bubble sensor to the
waste position.
Area "Sample valves"
The magnet valve pair (V6,V7) which determines the sample path can be switched either
to the waste position or to the reactor.
Area "Gasflow"
Valve 1 switches the reverse flow in the reaction line on or off.
Valve 3 switches 5 L/h Argon to the selected path.
Valve 4 schaltet 10 L/h Argon to the selected path.
Area "Bubble sensor"
After the bubble sensor detects a problem (e.g. foam generation) the sensor has to be
rinsed . Wash solution (via sample way) and reductant together with the maximum gas
flow (15 l/h) are delivered via reactor to the gas/liquid separator, until there no bubbles
for at least 30 seconds. After this the bubble sensor exit valve returns from the waste to
the normal gas way.
Start

Starts the claening cycle

(numerical value) Remaining number of seconds until the end of the cleaning
cycle
Control lamp

green

No bubbles detected

red

Bubbble detected at the sensor

Button [Collectors] (Mercur Plus and Mercur Duo Plus only)
Pressing button [Collectors] opens a control window in which the settings for both gold
collectors can be set and modified.
Off

Heating and cooling are switched of for the relevant gold collector.

Heating on

Heating is switched on for the relevant gold collector. Only one of
the two heatings must run at one time.

Cooling on

The fan is switched on for the relevant gold collector. The gold collector is cooled down.

Heating value

This value determines the heating properties (temperature). The
value can be modified and tranferred to the instrument by pressing
[Set].

Button [Reset]
The instrument is initialized. All parameters are reset to default values.

WinAAS for Mercur
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7.5

Mercur error check

ERROR CHECK TAB

1.

To open the window " Mercur ", click on the

2.

Select the "Error Check" tab.

Fig. 7

icon.

Window "Mercur / Error Check"

The window "Mercur / Error Check" displays the condition of the modules of the Mercur.
The check result is displayed by red/grenn control lamps:
Green

No error

Red

Error. No analysis run possible

Display and Control Elements of "Mercur / Error Check" Window
Area "State"
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Gas pressure

No argon pressure

+24 V

No +24 V voltage

Toroid transformer voltage

Problem with toroid transformer voltage

Transformer temperature

Transformer overheated or sensor defective

Temperature gold collector 1

Gold collector 1 overheated or sensor defective

Temperature gold collector 2

Gold collector 1 overheated or sensor defective

Time gold collector 1

Heating temperature for gold collector 1 can not be
reached.

Time gold collector 2

Heating temperature for gold collector 2 can not be
reached.

Main power frequency

Main power frequency neither 50 nor 60 Hz
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Bubble sensor

Bubble generation in the reaction line

Waste bottle

(Only for single technique instruments)
Waste bottle is full.

Swivel drive

(Only for double technique instrumenents)
Pneumatic swivel drive for changing the technique.

Area "Version"
Firmware version of the Mercur instrument.
Area "Main power frequency"
The determined main power frequency (50 or 60 Hz) is displayed. Differences of up to 2
Hz are tolerated without generating an error (error "Main power frequency").
Button [Check]
Start error check. The result is displayed by controll lamps.

WinAAS for Mercur
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Autosampler
The Mercur can be operated manually or with one of the autosamplers AS 51S or
AS 52S.
The autosampler is external to the Mercur instrument. The autosamplers can be used in
WinAAS and the corresponding parameters must be set.

8.1

Set up the Autosampler

AUTOSAMPLE MODE
TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

2.

Select the "Autosample mode " tab.

In the window "Autosampler / Autosample mode" the autosampler's basic working
mode can then be set up.

Fig. 8

Window "Autosampler / Autosample mode"

Display and Control Elements of "Autosampler / Autosample mode" Window
Area "Autosampler Type"
No autosampler

Samples are measured manually

AS 51S

Autosampler without dilution function.

AS 52S

Autosampler with dilution function.

Area "Tray Type"
The size of the tray must be specified (total number of positions) in order to set the autosampler position. The trays are laid out differently according to cup size.
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87 Positions

75 sample cups on the outer track and 12 sample positions on the
inner track.

49 Positions

39 sample cups on the outer track and 10 sample positions on the
inner track.

Area "Working mode"
Step (1 Cycle)

The measurement program stops after each autosampler cycle, the
next measurement is only started after a new manual start or continuation command (e.g., with the appropriate key)

Continuous

The measurement program is processed automatically until the end
of the respective end position (when measuring individual table
positions all measurements continue until the end of the statistical
series, when measuring a table all measurements continue until the
end of the working area).

Area “Wash”
Washing while running a measurement program
Off

Washing is switched off, washing is not carried out.

After each sample Washing takes place after each sample, but not within a statistical
series.
Wash time

Dip time of the canula in the wash cup in seconds.

Washing Procedure for Autosampler:
For washing the sample intake path and the mixing chamber, the dipping arm with the
canula dips into the autosampler wash cup. A membrane pump provides washing liquid
from a diluent bottle for the duration of the dipping. The pump rate is greater than the
aspiration rate of the nebulizer. The excess washing liquid flows into the waste bottle.

8.2

Position Special Samples

POSITIONS TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

2.

Select the "Positions " tab.

In the window "Autosampler / Positions" the special samples (standard, blank etc.) are
specified for the 10 or 12 in the inner track. The displayed special samples act according
to the requirements of the calibration and the sample table. When the tab is first activated, the samples are laid out according to a preprogrammed set-up, they may also be
positioned by the mouse using drag-and-drop:

WinAAS for Mercur

1.

For samples to be moved, click the left mouse button and hold.

2.

Drag the mouse to the new position.

3.

Release the mouse button.
The sample will be displayed in the new position.
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The sample positions for special samples are finalized in this window. For special samples, which have a position in the sample table (e.g., QC samples), only the preferred
position is selected here – the actual position can be determined in the window "Sample
parameters", see Section "Enter Sample Parameters" p.87.
When, on the tab, several sample types are specified on one tray position (e.g., standard
and QC sample), this means that the same solution supplies the different sample types.

8.3

Specify Technical Parameters of the Autosampler

TECHN. PARAMETERS TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the "Techn. parameters" tab.

Fig. 9

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

Window "Autosampler / Techn. parameters"

In the window "Autosampler / Techn. parameters", the dipping depths of the canula or
the pipettor in the different cups, as well as and the pipettor (dosing device) speed are
specified. The following cups and actions are considered:
Sample cups

Taking samples with the dosing device or aspirating with the hose
pump.

Special cups

Taking samples or aspirating special samples

Mixing cup

Dispensing analyte and diluent sample solutions and taking samples
after dilution

Wash cup

36

Washing the canula and intake path
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Display and Control Elements of "Autosampler / Techn. parameters" Window
Table Area
Action

Possible Actions:
Take up

Taking samples from the cup to put into the mixing cup.

Dispense

Dispensing the sample in the mixing cup

Wash

Taking wash solution

Type

Autosampler type

Location

Cup which is used for the action

Depth

Dipping depth of the canula/pipettor in mm

Speed

Working speed as a value of 1 to 12

Area "Dipping depth"
Pos. for depth
adjustment

Tray position which is used for the depth adjustment.

Depth

Open the window "Set dipping depth". The dipping depth for the
highlighted line in the table can be set in mm, see "Sample cup
dipping depth" below.

Buttons
[Depth]

Sample Cup Dipping Depth

Proceed as follows to adjust the dipping depth (this depends on the location for which
the depth has to be adjusted):
1.

Click the Tab "Techn. parameters", highlight the line in the table with the desired
sample cup and click on [Depth].
Open the window "Adjust Dipping Depth", the dipping arm swings rotates to the
selected cup position.

2.

Check the current dipping arm position. Adjust the dipping depth in the Field
"Depth" if necessary.

3.

When the desired dipping depth has been set, click [OK].
The window is closed, the current dipping depth is saved and the dipping arm returns to the passive position.

The dipping depth is now set.
[Speed]

Pipetter speed

Open the window "Pipetter speed" where the pipetter speed for the highlighted line in
the table can be changed in 12 steps, Field "Speed level".Higher values allow the dosing device to work faster, with smaller values it works more slowly.
Recommended values:
Taking samples

WinAAS for Mercur
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Dispensing in the
mix cup

One of the two highest levels, so that fast injection to ensure thorough mixing takes place. The thorough mixing is supported by a
fixed waiting time before taking (the mix) from a mixing cup).

For a table of the absolute speeds (in µL/s) see Paragraph "Pipetter Speed" in Section
"Test Autosampler Function" p.41.
The taking of diluent and of the separating air segments is carried out at a higher speed.
[Washing on]

Start the wash cycles.

[Initialize]

(Re)Initialize the autosampler

[Sampler alignment] Opens the window "Sampler alignment" p.38.

8.3.1

Sampler alignment
The window "Sampler alignment" can be used to correct autosampler misalignment
(sampler dipping is not centerd in the cups ).

TECHN. PARAMETERS TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

2.

Select the "Techn. parameters" tab.

3.

Click on [Sampler alignment].

The position of the dipping arm can be centered in the wash solution cup and mixing
cup.
Additionally the tray can be adjusted in a second direction for the sample cup on position
1.

Display and Control Elements of "Sampler alignment " Window
Positions to align
The control allows selection between Wash position, Mix position (not AS51S) and
Tray position 1. The title in the right part of the window is updated accordingly.
Alignment
Depth:

Sets the depth of the dipping arm for alignment. This parameter is
only for juding the center position and not for optimization.

Using the button "Dipping arm" [<--] and [-->] the dipping arm can be rotated left or
right. Additionally the cursor keys (left and right) on the keyboard can be used. The
aligment procedure has to be continued until the arm is centered in the respective cup.
For position 1 additionally the buttons "Sample tray" [<--] and [-->] can be used for
rotating the tray left resp. right in order to center the position. Additionally the keyboard
cursor key "Up" can be used for left rotation and "Down" for right rotation.
Save
If all positions are aligned, the values can be stored (button [Save]) in the autosampler.
The values are valid until updated adjustment values are saved.
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8.4

Dilute Samples
In the window "Autosampler / Dilution", the parameters for dilution are specified by the
autosampler. The AS 52S needs the mixing cup to carry out the dilution step.

TECHN. DILUTION
TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the "Dilution" tab.

Fig. 10

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

Window "Autosampler / Dilution/Reag."

Display and Control Elements of "Autosampler / Dilution/Reag." Window
Area "Dilution mode"
Off

No dilution takes place, all samples are measured as they were
placed on the tray

Permanently on

All samples to be analyzed are diluted before measurement. The
dilution ratio is set in the Area "Perman. dilution volumes".

Permanent + if
conc. is to high

All samples to be analyzed are diluted before measurement. The
dilution ratio is set in the Area "Perman. dilution Volumes". If the
concentration still exceeds the upper limit of the valid calibration
range than the sample is automatically diluted in a second step.

Auto dilution, if
conc. too high

The samples are first measured undiluted. If the concentration is
more than 10% above the measuring range determined by the calibration curve, it is diluted and then re-measured. Dilution always
takes place in the mixing cup.

Area "Perman. dilution volumes"
Analyte volumes

WinAAS for Mercur

Sample volumes (from the measurement solution)
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Diluent

Diluent volume

AS dil.factor

Effective dilution factor (computed from volumes)

Check Box "Repeat before dilution"
If marked, after a detected concentration excess, first of all a second measurement is
carried out in order to double-check the detected excess, then it is diluted.
Area "Clean control limits (auto dilution)"
If samples of high concentrations are analyzed and if these concentrations lead to the
concentration being exceeded, before measuring the diluted sample the Mercur instrument must be washed in order to avoid any contamination from the previous measurement. During the wash, the signal value is measured in order to check the cleaning
results.
Wash control limit Below this limit the signal value must be decreased to consider the
(Ints.)
Merur as contamination free.
Area "Wash mixing cup"
After use the mixing cup is cleaned. Wash liquid is automatically injected in and drained
off for this purpose. With automatic dilution cleaning takes place only once.
Off

No wash liquid is injected. Only draining takes place

1 time

Wash once

2 times

Wash twice

Instructions for Autosampler AS 52S
As well as the intake canula in the dipping arm there is also a second canula which is
connected to the pipetter by the pipetter hose. Autosampler AS 52S can transport the
sample to the mixing cup. The diluent is always taken from the diluent bottle, in which the
pipetter valve is set to Bottle and the selected volume is aspirated.
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8.5

Test Autosampler Function

FUNCTION TESTS
TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Function tests".

Fig. 11

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

Window "Autosampler / Function tests"

In the window "Autosampler / Function tests", the autosampler functions can be
checked.

Display and Control Elements of "Autosampler / Function tests" Window
Area "Tracker/Rotator"
Moving the dipping arm to the individual positions
Sample cup

If marked, also enter number

Number

Number of the sample cup to be addressed

Wash position

Wash cup with water (basic position)

Mix position

Mixing cup

[Start]

Move to the selected position

Area "Dipping arm"
Raise and lower the dipping arm in the position (specified by "tracker/rotator").
Depth

Depth in steps (1 step = 0.125 mm). Value range:
Sample cup 0 to 896 steps
Mix position 0 to 896 steps

WinAAS for Mercur
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Wash position

0 to 896 steps

[Down]

Lower dipping arm by "Depth"

[Up]

Raise dipping arm by "Depth"

Area "Pumps"
Wash pump

Deliveres wash solution.

Mixing cup pump Emties the mixing cup.
[Start]

Start selected pump.

[Stop]

Stop selected pump.

Area "Pipetter" (Dosing Device)
Only with autosamplers with pipettor unit.
Pipetter volume

Volume to be taken/dispensed

Speed level

Pipetter speed, see Paragraph "Pipetter speed" below.

[Take up]

Take up the selected volume at the selected speed. The substance
which is taken is dependent on the position of the pipetter valve, see
Buttons [To dipper] and [To bottle].

[Dispense]

With [Take up] dispense taken volume at selected speed

[To dipper]

Switch the pipetter valve to dipping arm. With [Take up], air is aspirated

[To bottle]

Switch the pipetter valve to the diluent cup. With [Take up] contents
(water) are aspirated from here.

Area "Test programs"
Testing the autosampler with preconfigured, dry run, i.e., the addressed cups must be
empty
Test program 1
•

Move to position 1and dip

•

Wash canula

•

Move to position 33 and dip

•

Wash canula

•

Move to position 42 and dip

•

Wash canula

Test program 2

42

•

Process test program 1

•

Dispense 5 mL diluent in the mixing cup

•

Wash canula

•

Empty mixing cup
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•

Dispense 5 mL diluent in the mixing cup

•

Wash canula

•

Empty mixing cup

HPLC program
The autosampler moves sequentially to the positions specified in the fields Sampler pos.
with a defined Fill time. This program can be used to establish an offline interface between LC and Mercur.
[Start]

Start the test program. This program runs repeatedly until it is closed with
[Stop].

Button [Initialization]
Autosampler self test, dipping arm is returned to the basic position (wash cup). Initialization takes approximately 20 seconds – the WinAAS program is blocked during this time.
[Initialization] may also be used to find the correct position again, e.g., after unintentionally moving the pipetter arm manually.

Pipetter Speed
Speed Level

WinAAS for Mercur

AS 52S Dosage in µL/s (Dosing device: 5000 µL)

1

50

2

100

3

147

4

208

5

250

6

312

7

625

8

1250

9

2500

10

3125

11

3846

12

––––
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8.6

Check Autosampler for Errors

ERROR CHECK TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the "Error check" tab.

Fig. 12

icon to open the window "Autosampler".

Window "Autosampler / Error check"

In the window "Autosampler / Error test" the autosampler can be checked for errors.
Each measurement is immediately stopped when one of the errors listed here occurs
(the corresponding error message appears on the display of the PC in text form).
The results of the test are indicated by red/green pseudo lamps:
Green

No error

Red

Error. Measurement not possible

Display and Control Elements of "Autosampler / Error test" Window
Area "Sampler information"
Information about the current autosampler:
Type

AS 52S

Version

Version number

Tray

87, 49 positions

Pipetter

5000 µL for AS 52S

Pipetter state

Ready

Area "Sampler errors"
Wash bottle level Level of diluent cup is too low (cup empty)
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Waste bottle level Level of waste cup is too high (cup full).Error alarm is possible if a
drop touches the sensor.
Diluent Bottle
Level

Level of the diluent bottle is too low (bottle is empty)

Rotator

Error with rotation

Tracker

Rotation error with dipping arm

Dipping Arm

Dipping arm defective

Pipetter volume

Volume wrongly selected

RAM check

Data saving error

ROM check

Program saving error

Sample tray mark Tray identification error
Area "Pipetter error"
Initializing

The pipetter could not find its initial state when switched on or
reset.

Volume limit

The volume required of the pipetter is too large

Pipetter valve

Switching valve defective

Communication

Communication autosampler – pipetter defective

Button [Initialization]
Autosampler self test, dipping arm is returned to the basic position (wash cup). Initialization takes approximately 20 seconds – the WinAAS program is blocked during this time.
[Initialization] may also be used to find the correct position again, e.g., after unintentionally moving the pipetter arm manually.
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9

Calibration Method
The precision of measurements depends very much on the previous calibration of the
Mercur instrument, for which several techniques are available.

9.1

Select Calibration Technique

CALIBRATION MODE
TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the "Calibration mode " tab.

In the window "Calibration / Calibration mode" the fundamental evaluation method and
the corresponding calibration method are selected. The evaluation method is closely
connected to the structure of the sample table, which are set in the window "Samples /
Sample table", see Section "The Sample Table" p.80. See also Paragraph "Concentration measurements" below.

Display and Control Elements of "Calibration / Calibration mode" Window
Area "Evaluation / calibration method"
Intensity mode or The sample results are presented exclusively as intensities / absorAbsorbance mode naces. A calibration curve is not required for this mode, as such the
(no calibration)
window "Calibration" may be exited immediately with [OK]. The
sample table should, logically, only consist of samples.
Standard calibra- Taking a calibration curve with samples of a known concentration.
tion
The samples of unknown concentration are measured against the
calibration curve calculated from these values.
Bracketing calibra-Taking a calibration line from exactly two samples of a known contion
centration. An additional zeroed measurement does not occur. The
samples of unknown concentration are measured against the calibration curve calculated from these two values.
Method of addition The unknown sample is spiked with different volumes of a sample of
known concentration and measured. The concentration of the unknown sample is the result of an equalization.
Method of additi- The calibration curve, which can be used to determine further conons calibration
centrations of samples, is generated by a standard addition. The
concentration of the first sample is also determined at this time.

Concentration Measurements
There are two basic methods for measuring sample concentrations:
•

Standard calibration

•

Standard addition

Except for the intensity mode ( or absorbance mode), the four evaluation modes are
based on these two main methods.
For concentration measurement of samples the following steps are necessary:
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9.2

1.

Determine the autosampler, see Section "Set up the Autosampler" p.34.

2.

Set the calibration conditions on the Tab "Conditions", see Section "Specify Calibration Conditions" p.47.

3.

Determine the units of measurement and concentrations of standards on the Tab
"Conc. input", see Section "Specify Concentration / Measuring Units" p.50.

4.

Take the calibration data, determine the integration mode, calculate the calibration
curve on the Tab "Table", see Section "Calibration (Calibration Table)" p.51.

5.

Record the sample table in the window "Samples / Sample table", see Section
"The Sample Table" p.80.

6.

Measure the samples in the window "Samples / Sample table", see Section "The
Sample Table" p.80.

Specify Calibration Conditions

CONDITIONS TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the "Conditions " tab.

In the window "Calibration / Conditions" the general calibration conditions are determined.

Fig. 13
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Window "Calibration / Conditions"
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Display and Control Elements of "Calibration / Conditions" Window
Area "Standards"
Using premixed
standards

The reference solutions are already available.
If an autosampler is used it is preferable to use the special positions
for these solutions.
If no autosampler is available, this is the only way to measure
standards.

Mixed by the
AS 52

The reference solutions are produced by the autosampler in the
mixing cup by mixing different parts of stock and diluent.

No. of reference
solutions

Up to 30 reference solutions can be defined.
This is the number of calibration points, with whose help the calibration function or the addition function is calculated.
For standard calibration, there is an additional sample (blank) which
is however not counted.
This option is not available with bracketing calibration, exactly two
standards are always used for this mode.

Area "Blind value correction"
Only with Method of Addition and Method of additions calibration.
Intensity (absor- For each standard addition the blind value (here: zero) is also
bance) corrected measured and the measured value is subtracted from all the other
measurement values before calculating the equalizing line. This
procedure was required for a long time but with real samples this
leads to inaccurate measurement results.
Concentration
corrected

With the blind solution, it now has its own standard addition carried
out, with the same additions of concentration as the sample. The
resulting concentration is automatically subtracted from all other
concentrations determined by standard addition.

Check Box "Continue after curve calculation"
Only in automatic mode with corresponding autosampler.
If marked, sample measurement is automatically continued after calibrating. This is a
typical setting for well checked methods..
If not marked, the calibration curve is displayed after the calibration, this may be corrected and the sample measurement can be continued with [OK].
Area "Getting values by"
Measurement

Signal values of the calibration points are measured.

Manual input

Signal values of the calibration points may be entered manually.

Area "Mix conditions"
Specifications which are mainly meaningful for the autosampler when creating standards. This area is meaningless when working with premixed solutions.
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Filling level mixing Total solution volume of the solution to be made by the AS 52S (1 –
cup
20 mL). There must be sufficient solution volume to carry out the
specific number of measurements per reference solution as defined
on the Tab "Statistics".
(Sample part)

9.3

Only with the addition method. Sample solution portion of the total
solution volume in the AS 52S mixing cup. This portion is the same
for all addition solutions of a measurement series. The portion of
sample solution must always be smaller than the total solution volume. The volume difference is filled up with stock solution and diluent (diluent). The ratio: Sample volume / total volume is the correction factor for the concentration to be calculated. (Step width: 0.5
mL).

Parameterize Calibration Statistics

STATISTICS TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the tab "Statistics".

The window "Calibration / Statistics" allows for the selection of statistical methods to be
used with the calibration. The settings are independent of the selected calibration mode
and are preserved even when the method is changed.

Fig. 14

Window "Calibration / Statistics"

Display and Control Elements of "Calibration / Statistics" Window
Area "Statistics"

WinAAS for Mercur

Off

No calibration statistics.

Mean statistics

Calculate mean and standard deviation.

Median statistics

Calculate median and range (R).
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Area "Meas. cycles"
Runs/Std.

Measurement cycles per standard (2 to 100)

Blind runs/Std.

Blind cycles per standard (0 to 6). A blind cycle is a measurement,
the results of which have been displayed but not evaluated. It takes
place prior to the measurements which are considered for the calibration.

Area "Statistical output"
The statistics which are displayed in the calibration table and the results table. The available options depend on the selection available under "Statistics" (mean/median statistics).
Standard deviation (SD)

(Mean)

Relative standard deviation (RSD) Relative standard deviation. (Mean)
Absolute range (Range R)

Absolute range (Median)

Relative range (Rel. range R%)

Relative range (Median)

Area "Grubbs outlier test"
Only with mean statistics with a least 3 measurement cycles/standard.

9.4

Off

Use all values of the statistical series for calculating the mean, SD
and RSD

On (Highlight
Mean with "(!)")

Outliers are eliminated and are not used in the calculation of the
statistics. Mean values which are thus derived are marked with an
exclamation mark in the table (Tab "Table" and Print Report).

On (not Highlighted)

Outliers are eliminated and not used in the calculation of the statistics but the results are not marked in the table.

Specify Concentration / Measuring Units

CONC.INPUT TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the tab "Conc.input".

In the window "Calibration / Conc. input" the measuring unit for measurement and the
concentration of the stock solutions/reference samples (standards) are defined.

Display and Control elements of "Calibration / Conc. input" Window
Area "Stock solutions" | "Concentrations"
Number and concentration of stock solutions. Up to 4 stock solutions are possible.

50
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When marked, the stock solution may be used.

(Input field)

Concentration of stock solution or reference sample (the unit is
defined in the Area "Concentration Unit").
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The volume of the stock solution, to be used for calibration or addition, is determined on
the Tab "Table", see Section "Calibration (Calibration Table) " p.51.
Area "Concentration unit"
Concentration unit of the stock solution or the reference sample. There are 5 preferred
variations, (stock solutions: mg/L, µg/mL, ng/L, µg/mL and ng/mL). Units deviating from
these can be freely defined. With free definition, the conversion factor has to be entered
under Conv. factor:

9.5

•

Factor 1 corresponds to 1 mg/L

•

Factor 1000 corresponds to 1 µg/L

Calibration (Calibration Table)

TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the tab "Table".

In the window "Calibration / Table" the individual reference solutions (standards) are
defined in more detail.

Fig. 15

Window "Calibration / Table"

Display and Control Elements of "Calibration / Table" Window
Table Area
The calibration or addition table lists all standard. With the data in the table, recalculating
to the concentration of the original sample is possible for test samples in the method of
addition.
Reference solutions
No

WinAAS for Mercur

Definition of the reference solutions

Line number
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Name

Name of the standard

Status

Status of the standard. The following statuses are possible (also in
combination)
Tab x

Only with addition method. Position of the sample in the
sample table.

(x)

Number of stock solutions (x = d efinite number)

(–)

No addition of stock solutions

!

Standard is not used for calculation of calibration or addition curve. It has been recognized as an outlier when the
curve was calculated. The test for outliers can be activated or deactivated on the Tab "Curve parameters". The
exclamation mark is deleted when [Parameter] or
[Measure line] is called up.

?

Standard is a "suspected outlier" – lies outside the forecast range and is re-measured if necessary – and is included in the curve calculation.

Deleted

Standard has been removed from the curve calculation
with [Delete Line].

Pos.

Sample position on the autosampler tray.
With Method of Addition, position number in the sample table. Positions
may be processed in the window "Autosampler / Positions", see Section "Position Special Samples", p.35.

Conc.

Concentration. Concentration of the reference solution. Provided the
standard is produced by the autosampler, the value is calculated from
the stock solution concentration and the reference solution portion.

MR

Mix ratio. This is only relevant with autosampler AS 52S. Mix ratio of
stock solution to diluent.

PkA

Peak area.

Measurement results given as peak area. Statistical data only provided if selected on the
Tab "Statistics".
Ints/Abs Signal measurement value
SD

Standard deviation with mean statistics

RSD

Relative standard deviation with mean statistics

R

Absolute range with median statistics

R%

Relative range with median statistics

PkH

Peak height

Measurement results given as peak height. Statistical data only provided if selected on
the Tab "Statistics".
Ints/Abs Signal measurement value
SD

52

Standard deviation with mean statistics
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RSD

Relative Standard deviation with mean statistics

R

Absolute range with median statistics

R%

Relative range with median statistics

Buttons

9.5.1

[Delete table]

Delete the entire table after the confirmation request.

[Delete line]

Delete highlighted line.

[Reactivate line]

Reactivate deleted line.

[Set recal.]

Only with standard calibration. Define the highlighted standard as
the recalibration standard.

[Delete recal.]

Only with standard calibration. Reset the definition of the highlighted
standard as the recalibration standard.

[Parameter]

Edit the parameters for the highlighted standard (double-click the
mouse on the row in the table). The window "Reference solution
parameters" opens, see Section "SSpecify the Parameters of the
Calibration Standards", p.53.

[Check]

Check the calibration points. If, after measuring all the reference
solutions, [Check] is selected, the window "Test calibration point"
opens with the calibration points displayed as a graph, see Section
"Checking the Position of the Calibration Points", p.56.

[Fit curve]

Calculate calibration or addition curve. The shape of the calibration
curve as well as different regression conditions are determined by
the curve parameters, Tab "Curve parameters", see Section "Display the Calibration Curve as a Graph (Standard Calibration)".

[Measure line]

Measure highlighted reference solution.

[–> Blank] / [–>
Test sample]

Only with method of addition.Switch between the addition tables for
blank value and test sample. To calculate the test sample concentration, the concentration of the blank value must be determined
next.

Specify the Parameters of the Calibration Standards
1.

TBLE TAB

Select the calibration standard from the calibration table and click on [Parameters].

The window "Standard parameters" or "Add. solution parameters" appears.
In this window, the parameters of the individual reference solutions can be defined manually. The displayed parameters depend on the the type of sample, and also on the
sample supply (manual/autosampler).

WinAAS for Mercur
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Fig. 16

Window "Standard parameters"

Display and Control Elements of "Standard parameters" / "Add. solution
parameters" Window
Field "Standard" / "Add. solution"
Name of the reference sample or addition solution.
Field "Sampler position"
Position of a premixed sample on the autosampler tray. It is advisable to use the special
positions. Reference solutions which have been produced from the stock solutions of the
autosampler do not require a position to be entered. The positions of the corresponding
stock solutions are entered in the window "Autosampler / Positions", see Section
"Position Special Samples", p.35.
Area "Making standards"
Mixing ratio

Analyte content.
Only with addition method with reference solutions mixed by the
AS 52S.
Analyte content of the diluted solution (in %), defines the ratio of
stock solution and diluent in the reference solution. The analyte
content, together with the concentration of the stock solution, mainly
determine the concentration of the reference solution. The stock
solution volume which is to be brought to the mixing cup is displayed
in brackets.

from stock soluti- Stock solution to be used for volume/content mix (as on Tab "Conc.
on
input", see Section "Specify Concentration / Measuring Units", p.50)
Field "Concentration"
The concentration of premixed reference solution (to be entered manually), or the concentration value of the reference sample, calculated from volumes and concentrations of
the stock solution.
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Field "Intensity" ("Absorbance")
If specified on the Tab "Conditions" that the Measurement values of the reference samples will be entered manually, enter the signal mean value of the reference solution here.
Otherwise the current measurement value will be displayed.
Field "Sample table position"
Only for method of addition
Position number of the test sample in the sample table. (The autosampler position is
indicated in the sample table.)
Button [OK]
Close window, save changes. If the status was indicated by "!" in the highlighted row of
the reference solution table, the exclamation mark will be deleted.

9.5.2

Measuring Calibration Standards
There are several ways to measure the calibration standards:

TBLE TAB

•

Individual measurement of selected standards with [Run sample]

•

Measurement of all standards in the calibration table

•

Calibration during sample measurement

Button [Run sample]
Individual measurement of the highlighted standard. This makes sense if for example, a
measurement has to be repeated.
Cancel measurement with [Stop].

Shortcut Key [Start/Ints]
Complete measurement of all standards in the table from top to bottom. If the standards
are not automatically provided by the autosampler, after each measurement and when
the next sample is ready, click the [Continue] key. It is then possible to check the position of the calibration points with [Check] and calculate the curve with [Fit curve]. This
makes sense during the development of a method.
Cancel measurement with [Stop].

Calibration in the Context of Sample Measurement
Definition of a calibration step prior to any sample during measurement of a sample
series. This makes sense if already developed methods are processed (the calibration is
then a part of the sample table measurement). It is also useful for several standard additions in a row.
As an alternative to calibration, a recalibration (with reduced number of standards) may
also be defined. For preconditions, see Section "Measure Recalibration Standards",
p.62.
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9.5.3

Checking the Position of the Calibration Points
1.

TBLE TAB

After measurement of calibration values click on [Check] in the calibration table.The
window "Test calibration points" appears.

The window "Test calibration points" displays the position of the calibration points
(before calculating the calibration curve). The precondition is that concentrations are
assigned to all standards in the table and also that all standards are measured.

Display and Control Elements of "Test calibration points" Window
Graphic Area
For solid analysis in the calibration mode: Method of additions calibration, see below.
The measured signal values of the reference solutions, together with a calculated equalizing line, are displayed in a concentration-signal value coordinate system.
Buttons [Residuals]
Display of deviations of the individual reference solutions from the calculated calibration
function. This allows for assessment of the calibration curve run.

9.5.4

Display the Calibration Curve as a Graph (Standard Calibration)
1.

TBLE TAB

Click on [Fit curve] in the calibration table. The window "Calibration curve" appears.

The window "Calibration curve" displays the calculated calibration curve (considering
curve parameters). The precondition is that concentrations are assigned to all standards
in the table and that all standards are measured.

Fig. 17
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Display and Control Elements of "Calibration Curve" Window
Graphic Area
The calculated calibration curve is displayed, the numbers at the measuring points correspond to those in the table "Calibration". Further identifiers are as follows:
Z

Zero. Calibration zero

Measuring Point Colors:
Black

Normal measuring point

Light gray

Deleted/outlier (not included in calculation)

Blue

Possible outlier (included in calculation)

Curve Colors:
Black

Calibration curve within valid calibration range

Blue

Calibration curve outside valid calibration range

Green

Upper and lower limits of the forecast range within the valid calibration range

Light gray

Upper and lower limits of the forecast range outside the valid calibration range

Note for the forecast range
The position of the forecast range depends on the selected level of confidence and is a
measure for the "quality" of the calibration. This quality is what finally determines the
confidence level of the measurements of the analyzed sample. Furthermore, the forecast
range is used to determine the "outlier-potential" of the calibration points, see Section
"Specify the Parameters of the Calibration Standards", p.53. (The confidence level is set
in the window "Samples / Statistics", see Section "Specify Sample Statistics", p.96.)
Information Area
Peak area / Peak
height

The calibration curve has been calculated in the integration mode
Peak Area or Peak Height.

(Element)

Calibrated Elementn Hg

(Wavelength)

For measuring used wavelength

Area "Calibration data"
Calibration data are displayed as long as they can be sensibly calculated.

WinAAS for Mercur

R² (adj.)

Coefficient of determination

Slope

Calibration function slope

Method SD

Standard deviation of method
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Char. conc.

Characteristic concentration (concentration which is necessary to get
an intensity or absorption of 1%. It depends also on the PMTvoltage,
reaction time and pump speed.

Buttons

9.5.5

[Peak height] /
[Peak area]

Calculate and display the calibration curve on the basis of the peak
height or the peak area.

[<] , [>]

Zooming the display area of calibration curve.

[Show residuals]

Display the graph containing the deviations of the calibration points
from the calculated calibration curve and also the limits of the forecast range, (Window "Show residuals").

[Cancel]

Close window, do not apply calibration curve. The calibration table
can be further processed or the standards re-measured.

[OK]

Close window, confirm the calibration curve as valid. The concentrations of the subsequent samples are calculated on the basis of this
curve. The calibration curve is recorded in the results report.

Display Addition Curve as a Graph
For calibration methods Method of addition and Method of additions calibration.
1.

TBLE TAB

Click on [Fit curve] in the calibration table. The window "Addition curve" appears.

Thi window shows the calculated calibration curve for both addition methods and for
method of additions calibration (considering the curve parameters). The precondition is
that concentrations are assigned to all standards in the table and all standards have
been measured.

Display and Control Elements of "Addition curve" Window
Graphic Area
The calculated method of additions calibration curve is displayed, the numbers at the
measuring points correspond to the addition solutions in the table "Calibration".
•

For better clarity the addition curve is mirrored from the negative concentration range to the positive concentration range along the signal axis. Its intercept with the concentration axis (signal value = 0) corresponds to the uncorrected concentration of the measured sample.

•

The blind value curve is also mirrored at the signal axis, the intercept of this
curve with the concentration axis (signal value = 0) is the correction value for
the sample concentration.

Identifiers are:
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P

Reag. Blank (Reag. blank value, blind value)

Z

Zero. Calibration zero

R

Recalibration standard

S

Sample solution

B

Blind solution (only for concentration correction)
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Measuring Point Colors:
Black

Normal measuring point

Light gray

Deleted/Outlier (not included in the calculation)

Blue

Potential outlier (included in the calculation)

Curve Colors:
Black

Calibration curve in the valid calibration range

Blue

Calibration curve outside the valid calibration range

Green

Upper and lower limits of the forecast range in the valid calibration range

Light gray

Upper and lower limits of the forecast range outside the valid calibration
range

Gray

Addition curve for the blank (only for calibration correction)

Note for the forecast range:
The position of the forecast range depends on the selected level of confidence and is a
measure for the "quality" of the calibration. This quality is what finally determines the
confidence level of the measurements of the analyzed sample. Furthermore, the forecast
range is used to determine the "outlier-potential" of the calibration points, see Section
"Specify the Parameters of the Calibration Curves", p.60. (The confidence level is set in
the window "Samples / Statistics", see Section "Specify Sample Statistics", p.96.)
Information Area
Peak area / Peak
height

The calibration curve has been calculated in the integration mode
Peak Area or Peak Height. T

(Element)

Calibrated Element Hg

(Wavelength)

For measuring used wavelength

Area "Addition data"
Addition data are displayed as long as they can be sensibly calculated.
R² (adj.)

Coefficient of determination

Slope

Calibration function slope

Method SD Standard deviation of method
Char. conc. Characteristic concentration (concentration which is necessary to get 1%
intensity or absorption). It depends also on the PMT voltage, reaction time
and pump speed.
Area "Addition result"

WinAAS for Mercur

Conc 1

Concentration of the test sample

Conc 2

Concentration of the original sample, ID/Wt entries in the sample table are
considered, see Section "Specify ID Data of the Sample Series" p.94.
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Confid.

Confidence interval. Confidence levels of the original sample corresponding to the specific confidence levels on the Tab "Statistics".

Diluted sol. Diluted solution. Only for making samples by dilution with AS 52S. Concentration results of the diluted test sample.
Buttons

9.6

Calculate and display the calibration curve on the basis of the peak
height or the peak area.

[Show residuals]

Display the graph, containing the deviations of the calibration points
from the calculated calibration curve and also the limits of the forecast range, (Window "Show residuals").

[Cancel]

Close window, do not apply calibration curve. The calibration table
can be further processed or the standards re-measured.

[OK]

Close window.
•

Method of addition: The next sample can be measured.

•

Method of additions calibration: Exit calibration. It is now
possible to measure sample concentrations against a
calibration curve which was derived from the addition
line.

Specify the Parameters of the Calibration Curves

CURVE PARAMETERS
TAB

Peak height] /
[Peak area]

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the tab "Curve parameters".

In the window "Calibration / Curve parameters" the individual reference solutions
(standards) are defined in more detail.

Fig. 18
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Window "Calibration / Curve parameters"
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The parameters for calculating the calibration curves are determined in the window
"Calibration / Curve parameters". These parameters and the measurement values of
the standard measurement determine the exact fit of the calibration curve.

Display and Control Elements of "Calibration / Curve parameters" Window
Area "Curve form"
Linear

Linear run of the calibration points. The method of addition and the
Method of additions calibration are only permitted for linear curve
runs..

Non-linear

Non-linear run of the calibration point.

Automatically

To fit the calibration curve a statistic test (Mandel) is done, to decide
between linear and non-linear fitting.

Area "Intercept"
Set zero

The calibration curve is exactly fitted through the measured or the
entered zero-value point.

Calculate

The zero is included in the calculation like every other calibration
point.

Area "Weighting of calibration points"
No weighting

Each calibration point has the same weighting.

1/Conc

Stronger weighting of points with a smaller concentration.

1/SD

Stronger weighting of those points with smaller deviations in several
repeated measurements of a standard (precondition: Activated
mean statistics).

1/(SD*Conc)

Combination of the calculation techniques 1/Conc. and 1/SD (precondition: Activated mean statistics).

1/R

Stronger weighting of those points with smaller deviations in several
repeated measurements of a standard (precondition: Activated
median statistics).

1/(R*Conc)

Combination of the calculation techniques 1/Conc. And 1/R (precondition: Activated median statistics)

Area "Curve examination"
The WinAAS program allows for automatic checking of derived calibration curves, based
on a forecast range which is calculated on the basis of a manually selected confidence
level, window "Samples / Statistics", see Section "Specify Sample Statistics", p.96.
No outlier test

WinAAS for Mercur

All measured and undeleted calibration points are used for curve
calculation. Calibration points are not highlighted, nor are they remeasured or eliminated.
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Flag and eliminate If any calibration points lie outside the calculated forecast range, an
outlier
F Test is carried out to check for and to eliminate outliers (test to see
if exclusion of a point significantly improves the standard deviation of
the residuals):
•

An F test is carried out for the calibration point which lies
furthest outside the forecast range.
If excluding this point does not significantly improve the
standard deviation of the residuals, the point is included
and the calibration curve is not further optimized.

•

If the exclusion results in a significant improvement, the
calibration point is treated as an outlier (marked with an
"!" in the table and colored red in the graph) and the calibration curve is recalculated without this point.

•

For the point which now lies furthest outside the forecast
range (strongest deviation), another F-test is carried out
– this procedure is repeated until all outliers are removed.

All calibration points which lie outside the new forecast range, and
which were not eliminated as outliers are highlighted in the table
with a "?" and colored brown in the graph.
Repeat measure- If calibration is part of an automatic run in the sample table, all caliment of the outlier bration points which lie outside the forecast range are automatically
measured a second time. If the measurement results still lie outside
the forecast range, an error message appears and the current
measurement is cancelled. With sequential multielement analysis,
the measurement, if available, continues with the next element.

9.7

Measure Recalibration Standards

RECALIBRATION TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Calibration".

2.

Select the tab "Recalibration".

In the window "Calibration / Recalibration", a calibration curve which has been calculated once already, can be recalibrated by re-measuring 2 points.
Preconditions:
•

Standard calibration or method of additions calibration

•

Either the reference solution has been defined as the recalibration standard
in the calibration table (Tab "Table"). (The second recalibration sample is always the zero solution)

To measure the recalibration standards, see Section "Measuring Calibration Standards"
p.55.

Display and Control Elements"Calibration / Recalibration" Window
Table Area
The table displays the two recalibration samples. For an explanation of the individual
columns see Section "Calibration (Calibration Table) ", p.51.
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Buttons

9.7.1

[Parameters]

Edit the parameters for the highlighted standard (alternatively, double-click the mouse on the row in the table). The window "Standard
Parameters" opens, see Section "Specify the Parameters of the
Calibration Standards" p.53.

[Measure line]

Measure highlighted standards.

[Fit recal.]

Calculate the recalibration. The shape of the calibration curve, as
well as different regression conditions, are determined by the curve
parameters, Tab "Curve parameters", see Section "Display the
Recalibration Curve as a Graph", p.63.

Display the Recalibration Curve as a Graph
1.

RECALIBRATION TAB

Click on [Fit recal.] on the Recalibration tab. The window "Calibration curve"
appears.

The window "Calibration curve" displays the calculated recalibration curve (considering
the curve parameters). The precondition is that concentrations are assigned to all standards in the recalibration table and all standards are measured. This window is very similar to the first calibration, see Section "Display the Calibration Curve as a Graph (Standard Calibration) ", p.56.

Display and Control Elements of "Calibration curve" Window
Graph Area
The calculated recalibration curve is displayed together with the calibration curve from
the Tab "Table", the identifiers are:
Z

Zero solution

R

Upper recalibration standard

1, 2, ... x

Number of standards in the calibration table

Measuring Point Colors:
Black

Normal measuring point

Light gray

Deleted/outlier (not used in the calculation)

Blue

Potential outlier (used in the calculation)

Red

Recalibration measuring point (for solid analysis: Recalibration measuring
point, from which the actual recalibration point is calculated)

Curve Colors:

WinAAS for Mercur

Black

Calibration curve in the valid calibration range

Blue

Calibration curve outside the valid calibration range

Green

Upper and lower limits of the forecast range in the valid calibration range

Light gray

Upper and lower limits of the forecast range outside the valid calibration
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range
Red

Recalibration curve

Information Area
Peak area / Peak
height

Calibration curve is calculated in the integration mode Peak Area or
Peak Height.

(Element)

Calibrated Element Hg

(Wavelength)

For measuring used wavelength

Area "Calibration data"
Calibration data from the first calibration (for comparison with the recalibration.
R² (adj.)

Coefficient of determination

Slope

Calibration function slope

ScO

Standard deviation of method

Char. conc. Characteristic concentration (concentration which is necessary to get 1%
intensity or absorption). It depend also on the PMT voltage, reaction time
and pump speed.
Area "Recalibration data"
Recal. factorRecalibration factor, a measure for the sensitivity of the current method of
analysis. The recalibration factor is henceforth considered as a correction
factor for calculating sample concentrations from measured intensities. A
recalibration factor > 1 means that the sensitivity has increased.
Slope

Slope of the recalibrated curve

Char. conc. Characteristic concentration according to the recalibrated curve
Buttons
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[Peak height] /
[Peak area]

Calculate and display the calibration curve on the basis of the peak
height or the peak area.

[Show residuals]

Display the graph, containing the deviations of the recalibration
points from the calculated recalibration curve, and also the limits of
the forecast range, (Window "Show residuals").

[Cancel]

Close window. Do not apply recalibration curve.

[OK]

Close window. Confirm the recalibration curve as valid. The concentrations of subsequent samples are calculated on the basis of this
recalibration curve.
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Quality Control
A quality control (QC) is particularly useful for measurement series. This involves the
insertion of control measurements, with samples in predetermined positions during
measurement. These control measurements should yield known results. It is either the
absolute value (signal value/ concentration) or the concentration difference from the
previous sample which is known.
The results of the control measurements can be automatically documented on so-called
QC charts (also regulating or checking charts). These QC charts are closely linked to a
method and are generated together with the method (see Section "Measurement Methods", p.21). This means that the QC charts may only be viewed with the active method.
Attention
QC charts may not be added to a method at a later stage: QC charts must be already
generated when the method is saved for the first time. See Section "Configure QC
Charts".

10.1

Specify QC Sample

QC SAMPLE TAB

icon to open the window "Quality check".

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "QCSample".

Fig. 19

Window "Quality check / QCSample"

In the window "Quality check / QC sample", the quality control measurement for samples is specified.
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Display and Control Elements of "Quality check / QCSample" Window
Area "Type of QCS Check"
Sample quality control measurement in concentration mode:
Conc. check
CS1/CS2

Carry out a control using samples of a known concentration according to Area "QC samples (CS1/CS2)".
The QC charts can be presented as mean charts, standardized
mean charts or recovery charts.

Trend(%) duplicate Carry out a control using comparative measurement on real sample
measurement
and split real sample, see Paragraph "Trend - Duplicate measurement".
The two QC charts can be presented as SD chart, Trend chart or
Range chart.
Recovery (%)
spike samples

Carry out a control by increasing the concentration of the sample or
the standard with known and defined quantities.
The QC chart is presented as a recovery chart.

Area "QC samples (CS1/CS2)"
With "QC samples (CS1/CS2)" two different QC samples with different concentrations
can be used. If and when these QC samples are measured in the analysis run, is determined by the ranking in the sample table, window "Samples / Sample table" (Section
"The Sample Table", p.80). The autosampler sample positions are set in the window
"Autosampler / Positions", but may also be changed in the sample table.
QC sample no.

Current QC sample (CS1 or CS2)

Name

Name of current QC sample

Expected conc.

Nominal concentration of the QC sample using the current concentration unit. If the entry field is left blank then the QC sample will not
be used.

Conc. unit

Selection of the current concentration unit (calibration or output unit,
see Sections "Specify Concentration / Measuring Units".

Error limit

Maximum permitted error in % for this concentration. If the error is
greater than expected, a reaction according to the specification in
the Area "Out of Limit Action" occurs.

Blind value correc- If marked, a concentration correction occurs with a reagent blank
tion
solution.
Area "Spiking"
For Recovery/Spiking the measurement results of a defined concentration addition to
one or more samples are checked. For this a QC spike sample has to be defined after
any sample in the sample table (QC spike sample = sample + spiking with a solution of
known concentration). After measuring the sample and the QC spike sample, the concentration increase is compared to the "Expected Concentration Increase" which is specified and the recovery is calculated. The spiked solution is already premixed on the tray.
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Exp. conc. increase

Expected concentration increase from the sample to the spiked
sample.
For Using Spiked Samples: Enter manually the value which corresponds to the spiked volume and the concentration of the spike
solution.

Area "Out of Limit Action"
Only for concentration check samples CS1/CS2 and QC standard check samples. Specification of additional procedure if range, defined by (Error Limit) is exceeded during QC
check:
Repeat Measurement

If activated, the QC measurement is repeated once

Reaction

Reaction to exceeding the range (in the first measurement or when
repeated – in the second measurement).
Flag + Continue
The measured value is indicated in the sample table,
the measurement program continues with the next
sample.
Flag + Stop The measurement program is interrupted, the measured value is indicated in the sample table.
Recalib. + Continue
Standard calibration only. A recalibration is carried
out, the check sample is then re-measured. If the control sample now lies within the range, the measurement program continues with the next sample, otherwise it is interrupted.
Recalib. + Rerun
Standard calibration only. A recalibration is carried
out, the check sample is then re-measured. If the control sample still lies outside the range, the measurement program is interrupted. If it lies within the range,
all samples after the last control sample, or the last
(re)calibration, are re-measured. If the control sample
lies outside the error limit again, the measurement
program is interrupted.

Area "Using QC chart"
If activated, the measurement results are entered in the QC chart – as long as QC charts
have been installed when saving the method, see Section "Measurement Methods",
p.21.
If deactivated, the measurement results will be considered in the QC samples, but not
documented – this can be a useful system, particularly for test and demonstration series.
Trend – Duplicate Measurement
If no certified control samples are available, a quality control can be carried out with the
help of the duplicate measurement. Both sample types are determined by QC Trend and
QC Matrix. The autosampler positions of these samples are determined in the window
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"Autosampler / Positions", (Section "Position Special Samples", p.35), but they may
also be changed in the sample table. The quality control is carried out as follows:

10.2

QC Trend

The measured concentration value is saved when the first QC sample occurs in the analysis run. With the next occurrence the concentration difference is formed and evaluated. For practical reasons the
QC samples should be measured at the beginning and at the end of
a sample series.

QC Matrix

An analysis sample is split before sample preparation. Both parts
run through all steps of the sample preparation separately and are
placed separately on the sample tray as QC Trend and QC Matrix.
The difference between the concentrations is calculated.

Specify QC Preparation and QC Standard Samples
The quality control measurement for blind values and standards is specified in the window "Quality check / QC Blank/QC Std.". See also Paragraph "Attention" below.

QC BLANK/
QC STD. TAB

icon to open the window "Quality check".

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "QC Blank/QC Std".

Fig. 20

Window "Quality check / QC Blank/QC Std."

Display and Control Elements of " Quality check / QC Blank/QC Std. " Window
Area "Blind value check"
Expected intensi- Expected signal value of the blind value sample ("QC Prep. in the
ty/absorbance
sample table)
Error limit
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Permitted tolerance for signal value
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Area "Exceeding error limit"
Reaction in the event that the range is exceeded during a blind value measurement with
respect to the parameters under "Blind Value Check".
Flag + Continue

Indicate deviation in the sample table, continue measurement

Flag + Stop

Indicate deviation in the sample table and stop measurement

Area "QC standard check"
Two of the calibration standards specified in the window "Calibration" can be used for
the quality control (Section "Calibration Method" p.46). If the standard has been produced by the autosampler it will also be produced as a QC standard by the autosampler.
The autosampler positions from the window "Calibration" are applied.
Std. No. (QC Stan- Standard number. Number of the standard according to the window
dard)
"Calibration"
Expected Conc.

Expected concentration according to the concentrations entered or
calculated in the calibration table (Tab "Concentration Entry", see
Section "Specify Concentration / Measuring Units")

Error limit

Maximum permitted error in % for this concentration. If the error is
greater than expected, a reaction according to the specification in
the Area "Out of Limit Action" occurs.

Check Box "Use QC chart"
If marked (and if the QC chart for the method has been generated), the measurement
results of the blind value check are entered in the QC chart.
Area "Out of limit action"
Specification of procedures if range, defined by Error Limit is exceeded during QC check,
see corresponding paragraph Area "Out of limit action" for QC samples CS1/CS2..
Note
The ranking in the sample table determines if and when blind value and standard are
measured in the analysis run – window "Samples / Sample table" (Section "The Sample
Table" p.80). The autosampler positions of the samples are determined in the window
"Autosampler / Positions" (Section "Position Special Samples" p.35), but they may also
be changed in the sample table.
The blind value measurement results may now be applied in the QC chart "Blind Value",
the QC standards measurement can be applied in the QC chart "QC Standard".
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10.3

Monitor QC Precision / QC Recalibration

QC RSD/REC.FAC.
TAB

icon to open the window "Quality check".

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "QC RSD/Rec.fac.".

Fig. 21

Window "Quality check / QC RSD/Rec.fac."

The relative standard deviation (mean statistics) or relative range (median statistics) for
the sample and calibration sample measurements, as well as the reaction for when an
upper error limit has been exceeded, is specified in the window "Quality check / QC
RSD/Rec.fac.".

Display and Control Elements of "Quality check / QC RSD/Rec.fac." Window
Area "Serial precision check"
No check

The standard deviation/range from the samples is not monitored

Activate check

The standard deviation/range from the samples is monitored, samples which exceed the serial precision limit are indicated in the sample table and the report

Area "Required precision limit"
RSD

Tolerance range of the relative standard deviation

R%

Tolerance range of the relative range

Area "Out of limit action"
Flag + Continue

Mark excess in sample table, continue measurement program

Rerun + Continue Re-measure the sample, before the sample from the next position in
the sample table is measured.
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Area "QC Recal. factor limits"
No check

The limits for the recalibration factor are not monitored

Activate check

The limits for the recalibration factor are monitored. For the sample
table action "Recalibration" measurement is stopped if the specified
limits for the recalibration factor are exceeded. For the sample table
action "Recalib./Calib." a complete calibration if the specified limits
for the recalibration factor are exceeded.

Lower limit /Upper Limits for the recalibration factor
limit

10.4

Configure QC Charts

METHOD TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Click on [Save].
The "Method file save" window appears.

3.

Activate the control "Create QC charts" and click on [OK]
The "QC chart configuration" window appears.

Fig. 22

icon to open the "Method" window and select the "Method" tab.

Window "QC chart configuration"

The number and frequency of entries in the QC charts for the method to be saved are
determined in the window "QC chart configuration". The specific QC requirements are
usually laid down in the laboratory instructions. See also Paragraph "Explanation" below.

Display and Control Elements of "QC chart configuration" Window
Area "Sequence of chart values"
Entering mode of the QC checks in the QC charts
Definition "Day": One "Day" corresponds to a day according to the PC clock, i.e., during
the day a previous entry in the QC chart is overwritten with a new QC value, on the other
hand at the beginning of a new day a new entry is generated.
Definition "Series": A series begins and ends with sample table measurement. If the
program is restarted with [Start/Conc] after the measurement program has been inter-
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rupted, a new series begins. If the program is however, carried on with [Continue], the
old series will still be used.
1 x / day

Enter the last QC check of the day only.

2 x / day

Enter the first and last QC checks of the day only.

1 x / series

Enter the last QC check of the sample series only.

2 x / series

Enter the first and last QC checks of the sample series only.

All actions / series Enter all QC checks which have been carried out.
Field "Max. chart values"
Total number of entries in a QC chart (11 – 60). If the highest number of entries for the
chart is reached, the entries must be deleted manually to make space for new measurement results, see Section "Manage QC Charts" p.73. If all entries are occupied by QC
values, new QC values are rejected.
Field "Prep. Values"
The prep. values are a number of QC chart entries which are used for calculating the
check limits (C) and the error limits (E). The prep. values always contain the older chart
entries.
Value range: 0; 6 – 20; "Prep. Values" "Max. Number of Entries"
At a value of 0 (no prep. values) all the entered QC data are used for calculating the
check and error limits.
Fields "Operator" and "Batch"
Text with a maximum of 15 characters which are always present when displaying and
printing the QC charts, but which are otherwise not further evaluated.

Explanation
QC charts are generated for a specific method – if the method is saved for the first time,
see Section "Measurement Methods" p.21. A set of QC charts which is generated in this
way consists of a blind value QC chart and one or two sample QC charts and two QC
standard charts. The number and type of sample QC charts depend on the type of sample quality control in the method to be saved. If another method is called up, the QC
charts belonging to this method are activated; if the current method is saved under a new
name, new QC charts without data are generated.
To ensure that QC samples are indeed measured in a measurement program and the
results are entered in the QC charts, the following are required for the QC chart:
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•

Suitable QC samples in the sample table (corresponding to the selected calibration method and the quality assurance method)

•

Marked check box "Use QC Chart" on the respective tab which specifies
quality assurance
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10.5

Manage QC Charts

QC CHARTS TAB

icon to open the window "Quality check".

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "QCSample".

Fig. 23

Window "Quality check / QC charts"

In the window "Quality check / QC charts" QC charts can be selected for display and
printing or QC data may be deleted.

Display and Control Elements of "Quality check / QC charts" Window
Field "Method"
The current loaded method.
Area "QC chart selection"
For the sample type positions in the measurement program see the sample table, Section "The Sample Table" p.80. The individual QC charts contain:
QC prep. blank

Sample intensities of the type QC Blind

QC check sample 1 Sample concentrations of the type QC sample 1
(CS1)
QC check sample 2 Sample concentrations of the type QC sample 2
(CS2)

WinAAS for Mercur

QC duplicate
sample

Concentration differences of samples of QC Trend type between
their first and repeated measurement

QC duplicate BC

Concentration differences between samples of QC Trend type and
the QC Matrix type

QC spike sample

Real concentration increases of a spiked sample (QC Spike).
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QC standard1

Konzentrationen von Proben vom Typ QC standard1.

QC standard2

Konzentrationen von Proben vom Typ QC standard2.

Current configuration of the selected chart:
Sequence

Input mode for QC data

Prep. period

Number of preparation period entries in actual format (max)

Control period

Number of control period entries in actual format (max)

Area "Delete / prepare chart"
Determination of how the program should be continued with (almost) full charts:
Last values –>
Prep. Period

The last measured values of the old charts form the preparation
period of the new chart, all other values are deleted from the chart.
New measurement values are now used to fill the control period

Delete values
/Save limits

All chart values are deleted, new measurement values fill the control
period (the preparation period remains empty)

Delete values /
All chart values are deleted, new measurement values fill first the
New prep. period preparation period and then the control period
Destroy selected
chart

The chart is taken out of the method, additional entries are no longer
possible

Attention:
A destroyed QC chart cannot be reactivated or reinstalled.
Destroy all method All charts are taken out of the method, the results of the quality
charts
checks can no longer be entered.
[Execute]

Execute highlighted delete action without confirmation request.

Note:
Individual points can be deleted in the graph display of the QC chart, see Section
"Display and Print QC Charts" p.75.
Area "Chart presentation style"
Only for QC check sample and QC duplicate.
Specification of the type of QC analysis to be displayed with [Show chart]:
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Mean chart

Mean

Mean chart (norm)

Mean chart (normalized)

Recovery chart

Recovery rate
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Button [Show chart]
Plot the QC measurement results of the chart highlighted under "QC chart selection" as
a graph in the new window, Section "Display and Print QC Charts" p.75..

10.6

Display and Print QC Charts

QC CHARTS TAB

icon to open the window "Quality check".

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "QCSample".

3.

Click on [Show chart].

Fig. 24

Window with QC chart plot

(The name of this window depends on the QC chart selected for display from the Tab
"QC Charts").
The measurement results saved in the QC chart are plotted as a graph in this window.

Display and Control Elements of QC Chart Plot
Header Area

WinAAS for Mercur

Start time

Date and time when the chart was installed (when the method was
first saved)

Element

Analyzed element

Operator

Value entered during configuration, see Section "Configure QC
Charts" p.71

QC sample

Name of the QC sample according to the sample table (ID/Wt date)
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Nominal value

Nominal value of the QC sample

Batch

Value entered during configuration, see Section "Configure QC
Charts"

Graphic Area
(Yellow area)

Preparation period

(Light gray horizontal line)

Mean, calculated from the preparation period

(Red horizontal
line)

Upper and lower check limits (C), calculated from the preparation
period (3 Sigma)

(Green horizontal Calculated warning limits (W; 2 Sigma).
line)
(Black small circle)Measurement points
(Red small circle) Currently viewed measurement point.
Footer Area
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(Spin box)

Option for selecting the current considered (red) measurement point.
The key [Delete] and the data for the measurement value in the
footer also serve this point.

[Delete]

Delete current considered measurement point after confirmation
request. The QC chart is recalculated, the graph is updated.

Value

Measurement value (converted in accordance with the display type
of the QC chart)

Date / Time

Measuring time

[Print chart]

Print the QC graph together with the alphanumerical data and the
measurement values to the printer which has been set up, under the
menu option File / Print setup.
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10.7

Determine Analytical Limits

ANALYT.LIMITS TAB

icon to open the window "Quality check".

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Analyt.limits"..

Fig. 25

Window "Quality check / Analyt.limits"

The detection and determination limits of the MERCUR can be determined on the basis
of the current calibration results in the window "Quality check / Analyt. limits". See also
Paragraphs "Work Steps", calculation instruction for "Blank Method" and "Calibration
Curve Method" below.

Display and Control Elements of "Quality check / Analyt.limits" Window
Upper Area
Values for the blank measurement (column "Blank method") and calibration curve
method (column "Calib. method") are only displayed in this area if the Mercur has already been calibrated.
Char. Concentration Characteristic concentration
Detection limit

Detection limit in the calibrated configuration

Determination limit Determination limit in the calibrated configuration
Area "Blank SD measurement"
Measurement cycles Number of measurements for the blind value sample (blank QCDL
sample) required to determine the standard deviation (usually laid
out in laboratory instructions)

WinAAS for Mercur

Blind cycles

Number of blind value measurements before the statistical series
begins.

Sampler pos.

Position of the blind value solution (blank QCDL sample) on the
tray. The autosampler position can be defined as a Blank-CRDL in
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the window "Autosampler / Positions" also, see Section
"Position Special Samples" p.35.
SD blank

Measured standard deviation of the blind value (blank QCDL
sample).

[Start]

Start the blind measurement run. When measurement is complete, the detection and determination limits are recalculated and
updated according to the blind measurement.

[Delete]

Delete Field "SD blank".

Field "Confidence Level"
Confidence level. The confidence level specified in the window "Samples / Statistics",
see Section "Specify Sample Statistics" p.96.
Area "Conc. check"
Concentration check. Specification to see if measured sample concentrations should be
checked with respect to detection and determination limits. If the event that a check is
carried out, measurement results which are below the detection limit are indicated by
"<DL" in the sample table and in the print-out, measurements which are below the determination limit are indicated by "<DML" in the sample table and in the print-out.
Off

No test.

Blank measurement Check against results of the "Blank method".
Calibration method Check against results of the "Calibration curve method".

Determining Detection and Determination Limits, Work Steps
1.

Measure calibration standards, calculate calibration curve and confirm with [OK] –
window "Calibration / Table", see Section "Calibration (Calibration Table)" p.51.

2.

Call up window "Quality check / Analyt. limits".
The characteristic concentration is taken from the calibration curve. If the calibration
function is taken to be linear, the detection and determination limits are also calculated and entered in the column "Calib. Method".

3.

If necessary, enter the parameters for calculating the standard deviation of the blind
value (according to the instructions in the laboratory) and start measurement.
When the measurement has ended, detection and determination limits are calculated and entered into the column "Blank method".

The values from the calibration curve method can only be considered meaningful if the
lower concentration range has been calibrated.
Hinweis
The standard deviation of the blind value can also be determined within a Measurement
Program. For this to happen, a sample of the type "Blank-CRDL" has to be entered into
the table, this sample is then measured at the appropriate place in the program run (see
Section "The Sample Table" p.80). When this sample has been measured, the detection
and determination limits are recalculated according to the blank measurement method.
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Calculation Instructions for the Blank Method
Detection Limit (DL)

DL = 3 * SD / (Slope of the calibration curve)

Determination Limit (DML)

DML = 10 * SD / (Slope of the calibration curve)

SD is the absolute standard deviation of the IDL solution.
Calibration Curve Method
A linear calibration curve is required when calculating the detection and determination
limits in accordance with the calibration curve method. Calibration should take place in
the lower concentration range. For the calculation results, essential calibration parameters are:

WinAAS for Mercur

•

Number and position of the calibration point

•

Number of repeated measurements per standard

•

Quality of equalization

•

Slope of the calibration curve

•

Relative confidence levels
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11

Samples
The function "Samples" is the essential element of the WinAAS program. From here, all
sample measurements are started and the measurement results displayed.

11.1

The Sample Table

SAMPLE TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Sample table".

Fig. 26

icon to open the window "Samples".

Window "Sample / Sample table"

The window "Samples / Sample table", lists all the samples to be measured in the order
to be measured. The additional tasks of the Mercur instrument also appear on the list.
These tasks include quality control (QC samples), calibration, recalibration, and also
guarantee accuracy and measuring safety during an automatic measurement run. For
previously measured samples, the measurement results are displayed. See Paragraph
"Procedure" below.

Display and Control Elements of "Sample / Sample table" Window
Table Area
The table lists all samples and special samples. The displayed information depends on
the activated right tab ("ID/Act.", "Ints.", "Conc.1" and "Conc.2"):
Number

Position of the sample in the table (and thus in the measurement run)

"*"or "?"

Working area.
*
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During measurements, considered samples are indicated
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with an asterisk (" * ").
?

Calibration samples which are inserted by the action "Recalib./Calib." are indicated with an question mark ("?").

B

Blank correction.
Samples, for which a blank correction is carried out, are indicated with a "B".

Tab "ID/Act."
•

Display of ID/Wt data and actions.

The ID/Wt data in this table, together with the ID/Wt data for the entire sample series
(Tab "ID/Sample") form the all of the ID/Wt data and can be saved and reloaded in the
window "Method / ID/Wt Data" .
The actions (calibrate, recalibrate) are each carried out before measurement of the
sample of this line in the table.
Type

Sample type

Pos

Sample position on the autosampler tray (pay careful attention to the tray
type!). Window "Autosampler / Working Area", see Section "Set up the
Autosampler" p.34.

Name

Name of the sample

Pre-Dil. fact. Dilution factor. Factor, by which the original cample is diluted before it is
placed on the autosampler, or when working without an autosampler, that
which is supplied to the Mercur. The factor is required for calculating the
concentration of the liquid and solid original samples.
Weight [g]

Weight in gram. Weight of the solid original sample, which was dissolved
during sample pretreatment. The weight is required for calculating the
concentration of the solid original sample. The solution volume, which is
the same for all samples, is entered on the Tab "ID/Sample".

Wash

System cleaning

Cal./Rec.

Calibrate/Recalibrate.

Calib

Calibrate

Recal

Recalibrate

Rec.(Cal.

Recalibrate, if the calculated recalibration factor ist out of limits (see window "Quality check, Tab "QC RSD/Rec fac.") then calibrate.

Tab "Ints."
Measurement value display.

Pos

WinAAS for Mercur

•

The measuring mode (Integral/Maximum) is specified in the window "Mercur
/ Int.parameters/levels", see Section "Measurement parameters/Energy
level" p.27.

•

The statistical technique is specified on the Tab "Statistics", see Section
"Specify Sample Statistics" p.96.
Sample position on the autosampler tray (pay careful attention to the tray
type!). Window "Autosampler / Working mode", see Section "Set up the
Autosampler" p.34.
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Name

Name of the sample

Peak area

Measurement value as peak area

Peak height Measurement value as peak height
Mean

Measurement value as mean

Ints./Abs.

Signal value

SD

Standard deviation for mean statistics

RSD

Relative standard deviation for mean statistics

R

Absolute range for median statistics

R%

Relative range for median statistics

Tab "Conc 1" and "Conc. 2"
•

Concentration 1: Measurement results of the analyzed sample in concentration mode (method of addition or addition technique, see Section "Select Calibration Technique")

•

Concentration 2: Measurement results of the original sample in consideration
of the dilution factor of the weight and blank value which correspond to the
settings on the Tab "Conc. output"

Pos

Sample position on the autosampler tray (pay careful attention to the tray
type!). Window "Autosampler / Working mode", see Section "Set up the
Autosampler" p.34..

Name

Name of the sample

AS dil. fac- Dilution factor by autosampler (can be the product of two separate dilution
tor
steps)
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m

not used

mg/L

Concentration of the measured element in the sample

CI

Confidence interval according to Tab "Statistics".

SD

Standard deviation for mean statistics

RSD

Relative standard deviation for mean statistics

R

Absolute range for median statistics

R%

Relative range for median statistics

Rem.

Remarks on the measurement
>CAL

The concentration is above the valid concentration range.

<CAL

The concentration is below the valid concentration range.

RSD!

Relative standard deviation is exceeded, detected during
quality control (mean).

RR!

Range is exceeded, detected during quality control (mean).

#COR

The Grubbs Test has eliminated an outlier.

#MAN

Statistics are changed manually, see Section "Check Single
Values" p.91.

<DML

Measurement falls below determination limit, see Section
"Determine Analytical Limits" p.77.
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<DL

Measurement falls below detection limit, see Section "Determine Analytical Limits"

Buttons
[Init. table]

Initialize table, see Section "Initializing Sample table" p.85.

[Delete results]

Delete all measurements without confirmation request.

[Print table]

A window is opened for selection of the results to be printed. After
thid the printer preview appears. The sample table can be printed
now.

[Change]

Change the sample parameters of the highlighted line, see Section
"Enter Sample Parameters" p.87.

[Delete]

Delete a line, next line shifts up.

[Insert]

Insert a new line above the highlighted line, see Section Section
"Enter Sample Parameters" p.87.

[Load/Save]

Save displayed table together with all measurements and peak plots
and/or load new sample table , see Section "Save/Load Sample
Table" p.89.

[Run sample] /
Measure highlighted sample. Actions are not executed. The meas[Stop] / [Continue] urement is stored in the report. An ongoing measurement can be
interrupted during measurement via the inserted Button [Stop] and
then later continued with [Continue]. If the measurement consists of
several individual measurements, (e.g. if statistics, Tab "Statistics"
is active) [Continue] is inserted after every individual measurement.
This allows the operator to prepare the Mercur manually for the next
measurement (i.e. sample supply).
[Working area]

Define the working area (i.e. the table rows which are to be processed), see Section "Specify Working Area" p.90.

[Single values]

Open the window "Single values", see Section "Check Single Values" p.91.
If at least one value of the highlighted line has been measured:
Display single measurement values in a new window. Outliers (if
statistics are active) can be deleted.

WinAAS for Mercur

[-> Cal.tab.]

If the marked row corresponds to a calibration, addition or recalibration standard (-> Rec.tab. or ->Add.tab) then the measurement
results of the corresponding calibration samples are transferred to
the calibration table. Here the current calibration curve can be investigated or the calibration can be edited, see Section "Calibration
(Calibration Table)" p.51.

[Recalculation]

The whole sample table is recalculated with the current (modified)
parameter settings. The recalculation starts from the data in the
single values table (peaks). Therefore it is only sensible to modify
parameters which do not affect the raw data (e.g. not integration
time, calibration method, sample statistics number).
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Examples for parameters which can be modified:
•

integration type (area/height)

•

calibration curve parameters (linear/nonlinear, intercept,
weights)

•

outlier diagnostics and elimination

•

statistics type (median/mean)

Optionally a report file can be created. Calibration or addition plots
have to be confirmed (depending on program setting).
Export functions
[CSV file]

The data of the current/loaded sample table are exported into the
comma-separated value format (delimiter: semicolon) which can be
read, e.g. from MS Excel. It can be specified if only mean values
(number of digits as specified in Tab "Conc. Output" ) or additionally als individual values (full number of digits) are exported. Several
sample tables can be merged. The samples are sorted according to
the sample name. The short version contains the essential data
only.
Export settings are saved automatically with [OK].
[Automatic Export]
Off:

The data in the working range of the current sample
table are exported to the manually specified file.

At the end of the working area:
The data in the working range of the current sample
table is automatically exported into the CSV format at
the end of the working area when report data are
saved. The filename is create automatically (Format:
xx YY-MM-DD hhmm.csv, where xx= element symbol)
in the export path (Default: \PRTDAT).
Line by line (continuous):
The data in the working range of the current sample
table is automatically exported line by line into the
CSV when report data are saved. The filename is create automatically (Format: xx YY-MM-DD hhmm.csv,
where xx= element symbol) in the export path (Default: \PRTDAT).
[Clipboard]

The data of the current/loaded sample table are copied to the clipboard (comma-separated value format, delimiter: semicolon) and
can be inserted using Edit|Paste, e.g. in MS Excel. The columns can
be selected. It can be specified if only mean values (number of
digits as specified in Tab "Conc. Output" ) or additionally als individual values (full number of digits) are copied.

Procedure
The following procedure is recommended for sample tables:
1.
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Define a sample table structure.
The sample table structure can be defined in two ways:
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•

If a sample table with the preferred structure already exists, (a previously
saved table, Button [Load/Save]) it can be loaded and modified.

•

If a sample table with the required structure does not exist, the table structure
has to be defined according to the required task which is to be solved (Button
[Init. Table]).

2.

Enter QC samples and actions as well as autosampler cup positions and ID/Wt data.
The desired QC samples have to be entered with [Change] and [Insert] at the corresponding positions in the sample table. Actions have to be specified in the window
"Sample parameters", which opens up automatically.
The autosampler, connected to the Mercur, which is selected must be set in
WinAAS and support these functions (Window "Autosampler / Working mode",
see Section "Set up the Autosampler" p.34). It is then possible to enter the autosampler cup positions and the ID/Wt data for the samples which have been set in
the window "Sample parameters".

3.

Delete old results.
If the sample table contains old results, they have to be deleted before the beginning
of the measurement with [Delete results].

11.1.1 Initializing Sample table
The structure of the sample table is defined in the window "Initialize sample table".
SAMPLE TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Sample table".

3.

Click on [Init. Table] to open the "Initialize sample table" window.

Fig. 27
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icon to open the window "Samples".

Window "Initialize sample table"
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Display and Control Elements of "Initialize sample table" Window
Area "Sample table structure"
Number of sample
table lines

The size of the sample table is not limited by the number of sample positions on the autosampler, you should however, consider
this number. Each sample, test sample, all test samples with
addition standards and each zero value occupy a table position.
Value range: 20 ... 200 in steps of 10

Samples only

All positions contain samples.

Std. additions struc- Prepare table for method of addition, i.e., for each test sample the
ture
corresponding number of addition samples (including the zero
value) are entered.
Add. calibration
structure

Prepare table for method of additions calibration, i.e., the samples
for the calibration (zero, test sample, test samples with addition
standards) and finally the samples are entered.

Note:
•

The calibration method be should be selected in a similar way to the sample
table structure, see Section "Calibration Method" p.46.

•

For the addition method, the Areas "Blind value correction" and "Addition
conditions" must also be filled out.

Area "Blind value correction"
Intensity corrected For each standard addition, the blind value (zero) is measured and
or Absorbance
the measured value is subtracted from all other measurement
corrected
values before calculating the equalizing line This technique was the
required standard for a long time, but is however no longer the
most up to date technique.
Concentration cor- For the blind solution, a separate standard addition, with the same
rected
additions of concentration as the sample, is carried out. The determined concentration of blind solution is subtracted from all other
concentrations which were determined by the standard addition.
When working with premixed samples, these samples must also be
available for measurement. They are first in the sample table.
Area "Addition Conditions"
No. of Add. Soluti- Number of prepared addition solutions or the addition solution still
ons
to be mixed.
Value range: 1 ... 6
Empty Positions

If marked, an empty sample position follows the addition solution.

Button [OK]
Close window, save changes. In the sample table all actions are deleted, the structure is
set up as selected and the entire table is marked as the current working area.
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Autosampler Cup Positions
The autosampler cup positions are automatically entered by the initialization program,
but may be changed by the operator for each table position. Keep in mind that the entry
of these positions depends on two things: If the solution should be prepared by the autosampler or if they have already been mixed by the operator. It makes sense therefore
to define the type of solution production and if necessary the position of the stock solution before initializing the sample table, see Section "Autosampler"p.34.

11.1.2 Enter Sample Parameters
SAMPLE TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Mark the sample of the sample table.

3.

Click on [Change] or [Insert] to open the "Sample parameters" window.

Fig. 28

icon to open the window "Samples".

Window "Sample parameters"

In the window "Sample parameters" define the actions and sample-specific parameters
for each sample table position.

Display and Control Elements of "Sample parameters" Window
Field "Table position number"
Table position, the parameters of which are displayed.
Field "Type of sample"
Specification of the type of sample: Sample or special sample (different QC and blank
samples). For special samples, the "Autosampler position" is entered according to the
special sample table (Window "Autosampler / Positions", see Section "Position Special
Samples" p.35).
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Field "Autosampler cup position"
Position of the sample on the autosampler tray. For special samples, a change which
was made here will not be adopted in the special sample table (Window "Autosampler /
Positions". Therefore for the same sample type, different autosampler positions can be
defined (e.g., if, in the event of a longer sample table, the required total sample volume
of a special sample is too large for the volume which can be stored in an autosampler
position).
Sample

Normal measurement samples to be measured.

QC blank

QC blank chart, see Section "Specify QC Preparation and QC
Standard Samples" p.68.

QC sample 1

See Section "Specify QC Sample" p.65.

QC sample 2

See Section "Specify QC Sample" p.65.

QC std. 1

Standard, see Section "Specify QC Preparation and QC Standard
Samples" p.68.

QC std. 2

Standard, see Section "Specify QC Preparation and QC Standard
Samples" p.68.

QC trend

See Section "Specify QC Sample" p.65.

QC matrix

See Section "Specify QC Sample" p.65.

QC stock

See Section "Specify QC Sample" p.65.

Blank CRDL

Blank values detection limit, see Section "Determine Analytical
Limits" p.77.

Empty pos.

Empty position

Area "ID/Wt data"
Sample specific data and values for sample identification (e.g., in the report) and content
calculation of the original samples. (The data are equivalent to those on the Tab
"ID/Sample".)
Sample name

Sample identifier, max. 15 characters

Pre-dilution factor Dilution Factor. Factor, by which the original sample is diluted before
it is placed on the autosampler, or when working without an autosampler, that which is supplied to the Mercur instrument. The
factor is required for calculating the concentration of the liquid and
solid original samples.
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Weight

Weight of the solid original sample (in g), which was dissolved during sample pretreatment. The weight is required for calculating the
concentration of the solid original sample. The solution volume,
which is the same for all samples, is specified on the Tab
"ID/Sample".

Blank value correction

If marked, the last blank value from the table which was measured is
subtracted when calculating the original sample concentration.
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Area "Actions before sample measurement"
The actions specified in this area are carried out before measuring the sample listed in
this table.
System cleaning

A complete cleaning of the Mercur instrument is inserted. The clean
parameters of "System cleaning at actions" are used.

Area "Measurement Actions"
No actions

No measurement action

Recalibrate

Only for calibration in standard calibration mode, see Section
"Measure Recalibration Standards" p.62. The calibration curve is
recalibrated. The recalibration standards determined in the Tab
"Recalibration" are inserted into the sample table. The single values of the recalibration measurements can be accessed.

Calibrate

Only for calibration in standard calibration mode. The calibration
curve is newly determined, see section "Measuring Calibration
Standards" p.55. The calibration standards determined in the Tab
"Calibration table" are inserted into the sample table. The single
values of the calibration measurements can be accessed.

Recalib./Calib.

Only for calibration in standard calibration mode and activated control of the recalibration factor limits in window "Quality check / QC
RSD/Rec. Fac.". The calibration standards defined in the Tabs
"Recalibration" and "Calibration" are inserted into the sample
table. If the recalibration factor exceeds the specified limits then a
calibration is performed. The working range for the calibration
standards is marked with a question mark ("?").

Button [Next]
Save changes, increase table position number and autosampler cup position by 1 (if the
sample name ends in a number, increase this also by 1). Exception: Sample type is not
"Sample", in this case the changes are saved and the window is closed.
Attention
The saved parameters of the new table position are ignored apart from weight or dilution
factor! Instead, with [Next] the displayed parameters for the new table position are applied. Existing values are overwritten accordingly! For subsequent adjustments of individual table positions, [Next] must not be used.

11.1.3 Save/Load Sample Table
SAMPLE TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the window "Samples".

2.

Select the tab "Sample table".

3.

Click on [Load / Save] to open the "Sample table management" window.

In the window "Sample table Management" the current sample table with measurement
values (including single values and measurement peaks) can be saved. Previously
saved sample tables can also be reloaded, changed or deleted. Multiple files can be
selected by holding the shift- or control-key while clicking the mouse.
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Display and Control Elements of "Sample table Management" Window
Table Area
Comment

The specified name (Name) of the table when saving the table.

Elem.

Hg

Date / Time

Date and time of the save

Buttons
[Load]

Load the highlighted sample table.

[Change]

Overwrite the highlighted sample table with the current sample table
or change the name (Comment)

[Delete]

Delete the highlighted sample table after a confirmation request.

[Save]

Save the current sample table under a new name. The window
"Save Samples" appears, into which the name (Field "Name") can
be entered. The values from the PC clock are applied for date and
time.

Attention:
If an existing name in the sample table list is used as "Name", the previously saved table
is overwritten by the current table.
[Sort]

Opens sort dialog, see Section "Frequently Used Buttons" p.14.

11.1.4 Specify Working Area
SAMPLE TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Samples" window.

2.

Select the tab "Sample table".

3.

Click on [Working area] to open the "Working area" window.

In the window "Working Area" the table positions to be processed during measurement
may be reduced so that the entire table is not measured. The working area can also be
selected in window "Synopsis" using the mouse, see Section "Synopsis of sampler
positions and sample table rows" p.98.

Display and Control Elements of "Working area" Window
Field "Positions to be analyzed"
The table positions, whose samples and actions are considered (measured) during a
measurement series. Sub-ranges may include one or more table positions, several subranges, separated by commas, can be entered, e.g.:
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(n)

Individual position (i.e. "1" or "2" etc.)

(n1-n2)

Sub-range (i.e. "1-5" or "1-10" etc.)
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n1, n2-n3,n4, n5-n6 Several sub-ranges (i.e. "1,3-10,18,20-25" etc.)
All samples which belong to the range to be processed, are indicated by an asterisk ()
to the right beside the sample position.
Buttons [OK]
Check entry.
•

If everything is alright: Close window, save changes.

•

If there are any errors (e.g., ineligible character, a non-existing table position
number): A sound is emitted, window remains unchanged (i.e., open).

11.1.5 Check Single Values
SAMPLE TABLE TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Sample table".

3.

Click on [Single values] to open the "Single values" window.

Fig. 29

icon to open the "Samples" window.

Window "Single values"

In the window "Single values", the results of the individual measurements for one table
position can be displayed and partly processed. If statistics is deactivated exactly one
measurement is displayed. With active statistics several lines can be displayed. The
maximum number is the number of individual measurements that can be carried out
according to statistics instructions.
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Display and Control Elements of "Single values" Window
Upper Window Area
Number

Table position number

Type

Type of sample (e.g., sample, QC blank, etc.)

Name

Name of the sample according to ID/Wt data

Peak area / Peak
height

Identifier for the type of signal evaluation (integration mode).

Ints./Abs.

Signal value (average of all single values)

SD

Standard deviation (mean statistics). The display is independent of
the statistical method chosen for the measurement (Mean/Median).

RSD

Relative Standard deviation (Mean). The display is independent of
the statistical method chosen for the measurement (Mean/Median).

Date / Time

Date and time of the measurement highlighted in the table

Table Area
Number

Number of the measurement

*

Line is not part of the measurement result

Pos.

Table position number

Ints A/Abs A

Signal peak area (Area)

Ints H/Abs H

Signal peak height

Notes

Note for this measurement, e.g., Line "deleted"

Graphic Area
Measurement values for the highlighted line in the table over time.
Buttons
[Delete line] /
[React. line]

Delete highlighted line – manual statistics correction through elimination of outliers. The line is marked with an "*" and the comment
"delete", the measurement values in the upper window area are
recalculated. The action is marked with "#MAN" in the sample table.
A deleted line can be reactivated with [React. line], so that it is
considered in the statistics again.

[Export (CSV)]
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The data of the current peak graph are exported into the commaseparated value format (delimiter: semicolon) which can be read,
e.g. from MS Excel.
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11.2

Specify Concentration/Measuring Unit

CONC.OUTPUT TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Conc.output".

Fig. 30

icon to open the "Samples" window.

Window "Samples / Conc.Output"

In the window "Samples / Conc. output" the form of the measurement results output is
defined.

Display and Control Elements of "Samples / Conc.Output" Window
Area "Concentration output for"
Liquid original
sample

Display the concentrations, which have been converted into liquid
original samples. The ID/Wt parameter dilution factor is considered.

Solid original
sample

Display the concentrations, which have been converted into solid
original samples, The ID/Wt data dilution factor, weight and solution
volume are considered.

The ID/Wt data must be available before the measurement value display, for entry see
Section "Enter Sample Parameters" p.87 and "Specify ID Data of the Sample Series"
p.94.
Area "Output style"
The significant, output digits with display and print of measurement results. If the display
limit is exceeded a series of dollar signs ("$$$$") appears.
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Intensities/Abs.

Significant digits for signal measurement values

Concentrations

Significant digits for concentration values
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Area "Concentrations"
Definition of the concentration unit of the original sample (as far as these are should be
displayed). This definition is independent of the concentration unit for calibration, see
Section "Specify Concentration / Measuring Units" p.50. There are 5 preferred variations
(for solutions: mg/L, µg/L, ng/L, µg/mL and ng/mL; for solid reference samples mg/kg,
µg/kg, ng/kg, µg/g and ng/g). Units deviating from these can be freely defined. With free
definition, the conversion factor has to be entered under Conv. factor:

11.3

•

Factor 1 corresponds to 1 mg/L or mg/kg

•

Factor 1000 corresponds to 1 µg/L or µg/kg

Specify ID Data of the Sample Series

ID SAMPLES TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "ID samples".

Fig. 31

icon to open the "Samples" window.

Window "Samples / ID samples"

In the window "Samples / ID samples", the identifying data for a complete sample series
(the entire sample table), as well as the data for the content calculation of the original
samples, are specified.
In addition a list box of sample ID/Wt data is displayed. The last data set edited in this
table is always displayed. Using the buttons [Append line], [Change line] (or left
mouse-button double click), [Insert line] and [Delete line] below the table the ID/Wt
sample data can be edited. Multiple table rows can be selected by holding the shift- or
control-key while clicking the mouse.
The transfer of the ID/Wt data into the sample table has to be be done manually by using
the [->Sample table] button.
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Display and Control Elements of "Samples / ID samples" Window
Button [->Sample table.]
Using this button the ID/Wt sample data are transfered into the sample table. Only
sample table lines with the type "sample" and "test sample" (addition method) are assigned to ID/Wt data in the order of their occurence in the sample table.
Button [Synopsis]
The window "Synopsis" is displayed, see Section "Synopsis of sampler positions and
sample table rows" p.98.
Button [Sample table->ID]
Using this button the data are transfered from the sample table into the ID/Wt sample .
Only sample table lines with the type "sample" and "test sample" (addition method) are
transferred.
Buttons [Save] and [Load]
The data can be saved to files and loaded from files with the extension "*.miw". Filename
and path may be freely chosen.
Additionally CSV files (for compatibility with MS Excel) can be imported by selecting CSV
in the file load dialog. Thus ID data files can be prepared in MS Excel.
Follwing table columns are expected:
1.

Sampler position (integer)

2.

Sample name (16 characters)

3.

Dilution factor (floating point number)

4.

Volume in mL (floating point number)

5.

Nom. weight in mg (floating point number)

6.

Blank correction (on - 1, off - 0)

Values are separated by a semicolon (;).
Example for a valid line in the CSV file: 5;Probe1;2;10.5;1.312;0
Area "Sample ID – Fixed part"
Batch

Batch name (Measurement task), maximum 20 characters

Customer order

Customer batch name, maximum 20 characters

Sample ID / Fixed part General sample name, maximum 15 characters
Area "Solution of solid samples"
The solution volume is required for recalculating the concentration to the solid original
sample value.
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Sol. volume

Volume of the solvent in which the weights are diluted (in mL).

Nominal weight

Desired weight of the solid samples (in g) (not necessary).
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Table Area
No.

Line number of the ID/Wt table

Pos.

Sampler position of specified sample

Name

Name of the sample ( max. 16 char.)

Pre-dil. factor

Dilution factor of sample during the sample preparation step (before
it is positioned on the sampler tray).

Vol [mL]

Volume of solvent in which the sample is diluted.

Weight[g]

(necessary to calculate the concentration of the solid original sample).

Blank corr.

Blank correction on/off. This can optionally be defined to correct the
sample concentration by a blank value. If the blank correction is
required, a "Reag. Blank" has to be positioned in an sample table
row above the sample

The button [n...] below the list box column "Pos." automatically increments all sampler
positions starting with the position of the selected sample until the last tray position is
reached.

11.4

Specify Sample Statistics

STATISTICS TAB

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the tab "Statistics".

Fig. 32

icon to open the "Samples" window.

Window "Samples / Statistics"

In the window "Samples / Statistics", the type of statistical calculation of sample results
and the desired confidence level are specified.
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Display and Control Elements of "Samples / Statistics" Window
Area "Statistics"
Off

Statistics switched off.
The sample is measured once after the blank cycles (see below)
and the sample concentration with the error, which results from the
calibration error, is displayed.

Mean statistics

Error statistics according to the arithmetic mean.
The sample is measured several times after the blank cycle. The
arithmetic mean, as well as the standard deviation and the relative
standard deviation are calculated from the measurement results.

Median statistics

Error statistics according to the median technique.
The sample is measured several times after the blank cycle, the
measured values are sorted by size. The displayed median value is
then:
•

For an odd number of measurement cycles, the value in
the middle of the sorted list

•

For an even number of measurement cycles the mean of
both measurement values in the middle of the sorted list

Since the smallest and largest measurements have no impact on the
measurement results, the median statistic is suitable for the elimination of outliers.
Area "Cycles"
Measurement
cycles

Number of measurements per sample (2 to 100)

Runs / QC samples

Number of measurements with QC samples (2 to 100)

Blind cycles

Number of measurements with sample, which are inserted before
the statistical series and have no impact on the result.

Area "Statistical output"
The measuring precision which is to be displayed together with the measurement result.
This selection only affects the display but not the measurement itself. If necessary, different options can be selected at a later stage to display or to blank out the data. The
given options depend on the type of the statistics. The names of the values in the table
headings are in brackets:
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Standard deviation (SD)

Only mean statistics.

Relat. standard deviation (RSD)

Relative standard deviation. Only mean statistics.

Absol. range (R)

Absolute range. Only median statistics.

Relat. range (R%)

Relative range. Only median statistics.
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Area "Grubbs outlier test"
Only mean statistics.
Off

All values of a statistical series are considered when calculating the
mean, SD and RSD (no elimination of outliers).

On (Highlighting
mean with "!")

Values of a statistical series, identified as outliers, are marked with
an exclamation mark and are not considered in the calculation of
the statistics (elimination of outliers).

On (No highlighting)

Values of a statistical series, identified as outliers, are considered in
the calculation of statistics (elimination of outliers) but not marked.

Area "Confidence interval calculation"
The basis for the confidence interval calculation is the selected confidence levels see
below. The sample measurement error, as well as the calibration error enter into the
confidence interval so that a value is displayed even if the statistics function is switched
off.
Off

No confidence interval calculation

Absolute

Display confidence interval as absolute values (in the measuring unit
of the concentration)

Relative

Display confidence interval as relative values (as a percentage of
the concentration value)

Area "Confidence level"
The confidence level (can be selected between 68.3 ... 99.9%) is used for calculating the
confidence interval of the samples and the forecast ranges of the calibration curves.

11.5

Synopsis of sampler positions and sample table rows

ID SAMPLES

1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Samples" window.

2.

Select the "ID samples". tab.

3.

Click on [Synopsis] to open the "Synopsis:Method" window.

The "Synopsis:Method" window displays the sample placement on the sampler dependent on the selected working area.
Individual table cells can be added to or eliminated from the current working range using
the mouse.
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Fig. 33

Window "Synopsis:Method"

Display and Control Elements of "Synopsis / Method" Window
Table Area
A synopsis is shown for the loaded method. The table can be switched between the
display of the sample placement on the sampler and the display of the sample table
position (measurement order) by using the Tabs "Sampler pos." and "Sample table
row" (see Paragraph "The Sample Table" p.80).
Pos

Sampler position resp. sample table row dependent on the working area.

Name

(Tab "Sampler pos." only) Sample names for sample type "Sample" and
"Testsample" (addition method) from the ID/Wt table, see Paragraph
"Specify ID Data of the Sample Series"

[Element]

Hg

Button "Reset"
Changes of the current working range using the mouse are restored to the initial conditions.
Check Box "Show sample names"
(Tab "Sampler pos." only)
If marked the sample names for sample type "Sample" and "Testsample" from the
ID/Wt table replace the sample types in the sample table cells, see Paragraph "Specify
ID Data of the Sample Series" p.94.
Check Box "Show sampler pos."
(Tab "Sample table row" only)If marked the sampler positions are displayed in addition to
the sample names or types.
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Options
The measurement result windows, which are displayed with each measurement, can be
selected and configured:

12.1

Select Measurement Result Windows to be Displayed

ACTIVATION

1.

Click on the

2.

Select the "Activation" tab..

Fig. 34

icon to open the "Options" Window.

Window "Options / Tab "Activation"

In the "Options / Activation" window you can specify which of the small result windows,
with the last measurement results for each measurement or measurement series, are
opened. Also see Paragraph "Measurement Result Windows: General" below.

Display and Control Elements of "Options / Activation" Window
Integrated values
Specification of which windows are to be displayed.

100

Alphanumerical
values

Display the window "Alphanumerical results" with the intermediate
and end results of the measured samples. See Paragraph "Alphanumerical Results" below.

Bar graphs

Display the window "Bar graphs" with the signal value results of the
measured samples as a bar chart.

Conc. values in
curve

Display window "Conc. values in curve" with the current calibration
curve, and as far as is measured, the recalibration curve. After sample measurement, the calculation of the uncorrected concentration
from the signal value is clearly shown by red lines. In the case of the
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method of additions calibration the converted calibration curve is
displayed.
Area "Measurement peaks"
A comment can be added in all the windows specified here, see Paragraph "Insert
Comment in Measurement Peak Window" below.
Peak graphics

Display the window "Peak graph" with the peak over the measurement time. This window displays measurement results during measurement, which is an advantage for particularly long integration
times .

Peak overlay

Display window "Peak overlay" with the overlayed peaks of successive measurements (e.g., to show the deviations between the individual measurements of a statistical series).
On the Tab "Settings", if the specified number of measurements to
be written on top of each other is reached, the oldest measurement
will be replaced by the newest measurements.

Graphical peak
overview

Display window "Graphical peak overview" with the peaks of successive measurements set alongside to each other (e.g., for an
overview of trends over several measurements).
The last measurement is on the right, old measurements are pushed
out of the window to the left.

Area "Report windows"
Hg device report

The steps and phases during sample analysis are shown.

Button [Test display]
Make the selected display and report windows, with their size and position, visible on the
screen simultaneously. Window positions and sizes may then be adjusted to suit personal requirements (see also Paragraph "General" below) and the new layout can be
saved:
•

As a standard layout for all measurement methods in a device parameter
set, menu option File / Save parameters, see Section "Save and Load Parameter Sets" p.19.

•

As a standard layout for a new method, with the method where the check box
"Save Windows Layout" is marked, see Section "Measurement Methods"
p.21.

Measurement Result Windows: General

WinAAS for Mercur

•

Close window: [F8]

•

Open window: [F7]

•

Move window: The windows can be positioned in typical windows-fashion
within the program window (click the mouse in the title bar and move the
window). Windows to be placed on top of each other can also be tiled like
this.

•

Enlarge/reduce windows: As long as the measurement result windows contain graphs, they can be enlarged or reduced in typical windows-fashion.
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•

Configure window contents: The measurement result windows can be configured on the Tab "Settings", see Section "Configure Results Windows".

•

Enter comment in peak window: See Paragraph "Insert Comment in Measurement Peak Window" below.

Result Window "Alphanumerical results"
Intermediate and end results of the measured samples. The window can be lengthened
vertically to make the measurement values table more clearly visible (with the mouse,
move to the lower edge of the window [the cursor turns into a double arrow] and holding
down the mouse button, drag the edge downwards). This table lists the individual measurement results of the current statistical series.
Data in the Upper Window Area
(above left)

Name of the sample in the sample table
#

Number of the statistical measurement. Format:

x(y)

Measurement of x from y where

x

current measurement

y

total number of measurements

Place

Place number in the sample table

Position

Tray position

Measurement values
The displayed values correspond to those which are also displayed in the sample table,
for further explanation see Section "The Sample Table" p.80. For QC samples see also
"Quality Control" p.65.
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Ints/Abs

Signal value

Conc

Concentration of the original sample (= "Conc 2" measurement value in
the sample table)

Status

Status of the measurement (= Field "remarks" for Tab "Conc. 1" or
Conc. 2" in the sample table)

CI

Confidence interval of the concentration value (only displayed when
there is no status information to display)

SD

Standard deviation (mean statistics)

RSD

Relative standard deviation (mean statistics)

R

Range (median statistics)

R%

Relative range (median statistics)

Conc. 1

Concentration of the (diluted) analysis sample (= "Conc 1" measurement value in the sample table)

Lower limit

Lower limit of a QC blind sample

Upper limit

Upper limit of a QC blind sample

Reaction

Reaction in the measurement program because a QC limit has been
exceeded.
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Real sample 1

1st measurement of a QC trend sample

Real sample 2

2nd measurement of a QC trend sample

Split sample

Split sample. Measurement of a QC matrix sample

Rel. diff. (RPD) Relative difference between the 1st and 2nd measurements of a QC
trend sample or between a QC trend sample and a QC matrix sample
Char. Conc.

Characteristic concentration of a QC sample for defining the detection
and determination limits (blank value CRDL sample)

Detection limit Detection limit
Determination
limit

Determination limit

BG

Background. Results of the background measurement.

Note:
In the integration modes peak area and peak height, the measurement results are displayed for both integration modes (peak area and height), independent of the specific
evaluation in the sample table.

Insert Comment in Measurement Peak Window
In all windows with graphic measurement peaks (see Paragraph "Area Measurement
Peaks" above) a comment can be inserted. Proceed as follows to create a comment:
1.

Activate desired window by clicking the mouse (title bar turns blue).

2.

With depressed mouse button on the desired comment position in the window, open
up a rectangle. Release mouse button.
The window "Enter text" appears.

3.

Enter text, click [OK].
The window "Enter text" closes.

The comment appears on the selected position.
To delete a comment: Proceed in the same way as for inserting a comment, but do not
enter any text in the window "Enter text" and click on [Cancel] (instead of [OK]).

12.2

Configure Results Windows

SETTINGS TAB

1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Options" window.

2.

Select the "Settings". tab.

In the window "Options / Settings" the result windows are configured. (The selection of
the results windows to be displayed takes place on the Tab "Activation", see Section
"Select Measurement Result Windows to be Displayed" p.100). To save settings see
Paragraph "Save Settings" below.
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Display and Control Elements of "Options / Settings" Window
Area "Bar graphs"
Displayed values The measurement value to be displayed in the bar chart.
1 value/measurement
A bar is inserted for each measurement
value (and blind cycle).
1 value/sample A bar is inserted (mean or median value) for each
sample (statistical series).
Ordinate scaling

Method by which the signal axis is scaled.
Auto scaling The ordinate is always scaled according to the largest
value in the diagram.
Manually

The upper ordinate value is determined by the Field
"Upper".

Upper

Fixed, upper ordinate value (0.1 to 50). The large
values are only interesting for peak areas with long integration times.

Area "Peaks graphics"
Method by which the signal axis is scaled
Auto scaling

The ordinate is always scaled according to the largest value in the
diagram.

Manually

The upper ordinate value is determined by the Field "Upper"

Upper

Fixed, upper ordinate value (0.05 to 2.5).

Area "Peak overlay"
No. of overlayed
peaks

Number of maximum peaks of successive measurements which
should be written on top of each other. If the value is exceeded, the
oldest measurement is replaced by the current measurement.
Value range: 2 to 20.

Area "Graphical peak overview"
Visible peaks

Number of successive measurements whose peaks are displayed
simultaneously.
Value range: 2 to 10.

Ordinate scaling

Method by which the signal axis is scaled
Auto scaling The ordinate is always scaled according to the largest
value in the diagram.
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Manually

The upper ordinate value is determined by the Field
"Upper"

Upper

Fixed, upper ordinate value (0.05 to 2.5). The large
values are only interesting for peak areas with long integration times.
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Button [Clean windows]
Delete all measurement peaks in the results Windows "Bar graphs", "Peak overlay"
"Graphical peak overview". The next measurement begins with blank graphs.

Save Settings
The settings on this tab can be saved:

WinAAS for Mercur

•

As standard parameters for all measurement programs, based on the current
technique in a device parameter set, menu option File / Save parameters,
see Section "Save and Load Parameter Sets" p.19.

•

As standard layout for a new method with the method, by marking the check
box "Save Windows Layout", see Section "Measurement Methods" p.21.
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Creating Reports
A new report is automatically created with each change of method. In addition, prior to
each measurement the operator is asked (prompted) if the measurement results should
be saved in a report – Window "Start conditions":
No result saving

No data are recorded.

Start a new report file The current report is closed, a new report is opened and the
measurement results are saved in the new one.
Append results to the The measurement results are appended to the current report.
existing file

Report Contents
A complete report contains the following data sets:
•

Method parameters (parameters of the calibration and measurement conditions).

•

At least one calibration or addition table with graphic output.

•

At least one sample table with the values of the signal measurements.

•

At least one sample table with the analysis results (concentrations, contents).

•

Peak plots of the measurements (for statistical series only the first peak is
recorded).

•

The complete run of the measurements (single values and mean values, all
actions, changed method parameters) in the order that they occur according
to the GLP (Good Laboratory Practices) guideline requirements.

A specific report contains only those data sets for which data has been measured/calculated.

Archiving Results Data
All results data are saved in the directory WinAAS\TMP as default. For archiving the
complete directory it is advisable to rename the existing directory (e.g. to ArchiveXXXX)
and then to create a new empty TMP directory. It is possible to change the path to different data directories using the open icon in window "Print/Reports".

13.1
REPORT

Managing and Printing Reports
1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Print" window.

2.

Select the "Report" tab.

In the "Print. ... / Report" window reports can be deleted, saved to a file and printed.
Multiple files can be selected by holding the shift- or control-key while clicking the
mouse.See also Paragraph "Work Steps" below.
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Display and Control Elements of "Print. ... / Report" window
Upper Table Area
The table contains all reports for all techniques.
No.

Report number

Elem.

Analyzed element Hg.

Method

Method name (comment)
[S]

Report has been created in simulation mode.

[R]

Report has been created during sample table recalculation.

Date

Report start date

Time

Report start time

Operator

User who created report data.

Data

Data types contained in the report:
C

Method parameters, at least one calibration, addition or
recalibration table

S

Method parameters, sample measurements

P

Method parameters, peak plots

G

Method parameters of the current loaded method

*

Report data have been saved as CSV file

Lower Table Area
For the report highlighted in the upper table, the table lists the data types contained, in
clear text and with explanations:
Report elements

Data type in the report

Description

Explanation of the data type

Several rows can be highlighted in the table at the same time: A line can be highlighted
and/or un-highlighted by clicking the mouse on that line.
Arranging Parameters
Sequence of the report components in the lower sample table. When printing the report
data, the individual data are arranged according to the sequence specified here.
Free

The sequence is changed manually.

Standard

The sequence corresponds to the standard WinAAS sequence, if necessary, the data is re-sorted accordingly if "Standard" is selected.

Buttons
[Save]

WinAAS for Mercur

Open the "Save As" dialog box (typical Windows) to save the highlighted
report (upper table) as a CSV file, see Section "Export and Import Report
Files" p.108.
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Note:
[Save] is only active, if the report highlighted in the upper table has been prepared for
printing with [Report].
[Delete all] Delete all closed reports after confirmation request. (Only the current report, open for new data, remains.)
[Delete]

Delete highlighted report after confirmation request.

[

Un-highlight all lines in the lower table.

]

[

]

Move the highlighted line one line up in the lower table.

[

]

Move the highlighted line one line down in the lower table.

[Std]

Reset to standard report item order.

[Show Report]

Generate a report for printing from the data types highlighted in the lower
table. The data are printed in the order listed in the table. A print preview is
shown or the data is printed directly, according to the specifications in Tab
"Layout"

[Sort]

Opens sort dialog, see Section "Frequently Used Buttons" p.14. The standard sort order is descending by time.

Print Report – Work Steps
Proceed as follows to print a report:

13.2

1.

Highlight the report to be printed in the upper table

2.

Sort the data types (lower table) so that they are in the desired sequence in the
report.

3.

Configure the report on the Tab "Layout", see Section "Configure Report Layout"
p.110.

4.

Highlight the data types to be printed.

5.

Click on [Report].

6.

According to the selection in step 3, the report is now either printed directly or the
print preview appears – for the latter case see Section "Print and Print Preview"
p.112

Export and Import Report Files

ACTIVATION

1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Print" window.

2.

Select the "Report data" tab.

In the "Print: ... / Report data" window reports can be exported as a CSV file (saved)
and imported again from the CSV files (loaded). If you require your reports to be saved
for a longer period, they should be regularly exported and the exported files should be
transferred to a back-up medium, e.g. a CD ROM. See also Paragraph "Note" below.
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Display and Control Elements of "Print: ... / Report data" Window
Area "Save current report data"
Plots (calibration) If marked, in addition to the parameters and measurement results in
the CSV files calibration graphs are also saved (WMF graph format).
Complete results If marked, the peak plots and the complete run is saved (proprietary
and peaks
file format).
[Save]

Open the "Save as" dialog box (typical windows) to save the method
parameters and the measurement results of the current report as a
CSV file. If marked, graphs will be saved in a WMF file under the
same name as the CSV file.

Area "Create report from"
Defining which data are used to create a report to be printed next.:
Current data

The printed report is based on the report highlighted in the report
table (Tab "Report").

Report file

The printed report is generated from the saved data or if necessary,
from the data which is still to be read in with [Load].

[Load]

Open the "Open file" dialog box (typical windows) to load a report
which was saved earlier as a CSV file.

Note:
If a saved report has been loaded, the window header changes from "Print. ***Current
data***" to "Print Report File:..." with the name of the loaded file.
Area "Sequential report file"
When Sequential report file is switched on, Mercur measurements and actions are recorded in a file in HTML format. The file may then be used to query the current status of
the measurement using an internet browser via a network, or to transfer data to an external program, e.g., Office applications or Laboratory Information and Management
Systems (LIMS).
If reporting has not been started with [Save As], the remaining elements of this area are
inactive.
On

The current data are written in the sequential report.

Off

The current data are not written in the sequential report (e.g., to not
report test measurements).

[Save as]

Open the "Save as" dialog box (typical windows) to define the path
and file name for the new HTML report file.

[Delete]

All data in the HTML report file are deleted, the file however will still
be available for new report data.

Area "Properties of current report file"
The data in this area refer to the CSV report file imported with [Load].
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File name

File name. If no report file has been loaded, "*** Current data ***"
is displayed here as well as in the window header.

Created with AAS
prog. vers.

WinAAS version, with which "File name" has been created.

by

"Operator", according to the start menu, that has created this
report file.

on

Date and time that the report was started.

AAS technique

HS

Area "Error log"
Errors are saved in an ASCII file (Errorlog.txt in the WinAAS/TMP directory). This file can
be also viewed and printed with an editor (e.g. Notepad).
View

Displays the error log

Delete

Deletes the error log

Notes
Before the report data can be exported, the report has to be processed for printing:
Button [Report] on Tab "Report", see Section "Managing and Printing Reports" p.106.
Independent of the report elements selected for printing, all available data from the current report file are exported. Those data, not selected for the original print out, may still
be printed at a later stage.
The parameters and measurement results are saved in CSV format with six fields per
line. In CSV files, the fields are separated by a semi-colon; the data are coded in ASCII
format. CSV files can be imported into various application programs, including commonly
used database and spreadsheet programs.
The calibration graphs can also be saved as a WMF graph file (according to the specifications in the Area "Save current report data") The WMF files generated can be directly
read into (and processed by) different graphics software programs, in addition the
WinAAS directory contains the program WMFConv.EXE which can be used to convert
WMF files generated here to a WMF format which is compatible with MS Office applications (Word, Excel etc.).

13.3

Configure Report Layout

OUTPUT OPT.

1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Print" window.

2.

Select the "Output Opt." tab.

In the window "Print ... / Output Opt.", the layout and output options of the printed report
can be specified.

Display and Control Elements of "Print ... / Output Opt." Window
Area "Page break"
Specification of which position in the report a page break should be inserted:
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After report header

Report header is printed on a separate page

Before calibration table The calibration table begins on a new page
Before sample table

The sample table begins on a new page

Before complete results The complete measurement run begins on a new page
Before peak plots

The peak graphs begin on a new page

Area "Show in header"
Date / Time

If marked, date and time of print are displayed at the top of each
report page.

User-defined text The text specified here is displayed at the top of each report page
(max. 45 characters).
Area "Report includes"
Report header

The report header is printed at the beginning of the report.

Remarks

The remarks entered in the start menu are printed as part of the
report header.

Area "Scaling of peak plots"
Using maximum
peak

The absorbance or emission axis of the peak plots is scaled by the
highest peak of all measurements.

Individually

The absorbance or emission axis of the peak plots is scaled for each
graph independently.

Area "Output"
The uppermost field of this area displays the name of the current selected printer.
Via print preview

If marked, after the report is generated, a print preview is displayed.
The report can then be printed or saved.

Print directly

If marked, the report is sent directly to the printer (without print preview).

Save directly

If marked, the user is directly prompted for a file name (without print
preview)

Area "Printer"
[Print setup]

"Print setup" is called up. In addition to selecting the printer, other
options, e.g., selecting the range of report pages to be printed, are
also available

Area "Standard layout settings"

WinAAS for Mercur

[Save]

Save settings on this tab to the hard drive (in the file AASx.INI)

[Load]

Load the saved settings for this tab from the hard drive (from file
AASx.INI)
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(Print) Report

13.4
REPORT

Print and Print Preview
1.

Click on the

icon to open the "Print" window.

2.

Select the "Report" tab.

3.

Click on [Show report] to open the " Report" window.

In the "Print Preview" window the report to be printed is shown in the format that it will
be printed. This allows for a final check before printing.

Display and Control Elements of "Print Preview" Window
Print Preview Options
One or more pages of the report is/are shown, in the format that they will appear in the
print-out. The cursor changes to a magnifying glass in this option: A mouse click will
enlarge the image to almost the actual size and also reduce it again.
Upper Area
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[Cancel]

Close window. Do not print. Although printing was cancelled, the report
may still be exported, see Section "Export and Import Report Files"

[Print]

Close window, print pages.

[Zoom]

Display the menu which allows the zoom factor to be selected (50 to 300%)

.Page

Specifies the page which is displayed on the left in the print preview (alternatively use keys [Page ] and [Page ] to scroll).

Column

Specifies the number of pages arranged horizontally in the print preview.

Rows

Specifies the number of pages arranged vertically in the print preview.
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User Management
The WinAAS User Management Tool permits password protected access to WinAAS if
at least one login name exists in the user database. For details see the User Management help file.
An additional menu item exists if the User Mangement Tools is used to access WinAAS
which contains following entries:
Log off

The active user is logged off after confirmation and the login dialog
is displayed. A new user or the same user can login with a different
or the same user level. After three invalid login trials the systems is
locked for 3 sec and an entry is made in the error report . After this
login can be continued.

User Management The login dialog for the WinAAS User Management Tool is displayed. Access requires superuser grants (user level 0). After leaving the User Management Tool working with WinAAS can be continued.
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